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Pilot Knob State Park 
MEMORIES 
Cushioned in the lap of luxury, idly dreaming, 
The low drowsy hum of a swift running motor, 
Drops of rain glinting across the windshield, 
Swift gleaming lights rushing madly, blindingly towards us, light- 
ing for a moment the raindrops falling on the black pavement, 
then passing ever so swiftly (and a sure hand at  the wheel). 
1 see again the low afternoon sun glinting through the cobwebby 
maze of little beard grass tinted a warm yellowish rose by the 
late frost ; 
The dull rich coloring of a feather fallen from a cock pheasant's 
tail ; 
Glimpses of an old ridge road winding through low growth of crab 
and scrub oak ; 
The wine red tips of painted sumac limned against the gray of 
poplar thickets ; 
The misty purple haze of distant hillsides ; 
At the far  edge of a marsh, a low spreading cottonwood, thickly 
- 
twined with bittersweet, the bright orange-red berries stand- 
ing out in high relief against a bckground of old gray oak, 
like pictures on old Japanese screens; 
Still ponds fringed with the dulled gold brown of sedges, catching 
and reflecting the glory of autumn clouds, deep dyed with the 
marvelous beauty of afterglow ; 
And 0, the joy of a wee violet a-bloom on a sunny slope with gay 
autumn leaves a-flutter in the lazy breeze of mid-November; 
The low, soft twitter of white throats feeding in the nearby thicket ; 
The startled cry of a robin, then the still hush of twilight and the 
I night falling softly, silently over the hills; 
Only a dream of autumn days passing swiftly by. 
~ f ~ r  a visit to Pilot Knob State Park, ~dvember  20, 1924. 
PILOT KNOB STATE PARE 
By L. H. PAMMEL 
This wonderful park in  Hancock county just south of the Winne- 
bag0 county line is representative of one of the most interesting 
glacial geological areas in Iowa. I t  is well that such an area should 
be thrown open to the citizens of Iowa for their use so they can 
enjoy the wonderful panoramic view of northern Iowa and a t  the 
same time get a lesson in  geology. 
"The Pilot Knob State Park is four miles southeast of Forest 
City, eighteen miles northwest of Clear Lake, twelve miles north- 
east of Garner, twenty-eight miles northwest of Mason City and 
twenty-four miles west of Manly. 
Highways. I t  is located one mile south of Primary Road No. 9, 
twenty-four miles west of the Jefferson Highway and four miles 
southeast of the Wilson Highway or Primary Road No. 15. 
Forest City is midway between Des Moines and the Twin Cities 
on the Wilson Highway. 
Within a radius of fifty miles there is a population of 190,000 in 
Iowa who can make use of this park for recreational purposes. 
Iiossuth, Cerro Gordo, Hancock in  Iowa furnish many of the vis- 
itors. 
An early writer, speaking of Hancock county says: 
"I t  is 
watered by many small streams that meander through the grassy 
nleadows like silver ribbons in an emerald setting, the largest being 
Lime Creek, which crosses the northeast corner. Several tributaries 
of the Iowa River take their rise within the boundarjes of the 
county. There are several lakes, the largest being Eagle Lake, near 
the center, but the finest of all is Crystal Lake in the township of 
Crystal. These lakes generally abound in fish." 
This information was furniehed by H. L. Taylor, custodian. 
FIG. 1.-PILOT KNOB IN WINTER 
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PILOT KNOB STATE PARK 
Historical and Descriptive. The following is from an address 
Jelivered by the Chairman of the State Board of Conservation on 
I Pilot Knob State Park when the park was dedicated on September 
11,1924: 
"I have just seen some of the wonderful parks in Mackinac 
Island, Michigan, and Watkins Glen, New Pork, but I think these 
are no more wonderful than Pilot Knob in the heart of agricultural 
America. I am sure that I express to you the pleasure i t  affords 
the members of the State Board of Conservation and a representa- 
tive of the Governor of Iowa, to be with you on this happy occasion. 
i This park of 237 acres, situated in the highlands of northern Iowa, is unique among parks. A friend of mine, Mr. John R. Waller of 
Charles City, wrote me on January 10, 1921: 'This is the second 
highest point of land in the state, 1450 feet in altitude, and presents 
one of the very finest panoramic views in  the United States. Viewed 
from every point of the compass there is spread out one of the ,most 
charming and extensive landscapes ever seen by human eye; a 
perfect Garden of Eden lying at  their feet and extending for forty 
miles in every direction as f a r  as the vision extends, showing to the 
astonished beholder one of the richest and best improved farming 
sections to be found anywhere under the sun. It is a sight un- 
equalled by anything in the whole expanse of our great domain.' I 
have seen much of the United States and rarely can one see such a 
superb setting of rolling hills, little lakes, timbered groves and fer- 
tile farms in  this truly great agricultural country. It occupies 
first place in the geological setting of middle America. It is super- 
lative and now one of the great gifts of nature is forever to be set 
aside as a state park. The outgrowth of this park is the agitation 
made by such persons as Dr. Thomas IS. Macbride, Dr. B. Shimek, 
Eugene Secor of Forest City, Mrs. C. H. McNider, Mrs. Ethel 
Thompson, Messrs. M. M. Thompson, E. J. Olson, W. R. Prewitt, 
Thorwald Thorson, Mr. John R. Waller and many other citizens of 
Hancock and Winnebago counties. 
"Pilot Knob was dear to Mr. Euges~e Secor, the horticulturist, 
lover of bees, poet and a great lover of the 'out-of-doors.' It was 
on the eminence 'Pilot Knob' that he received his inspiration to 
write the poem 'Pilot Knob.' The rolling hills, prairie, marsh and 
boulder that he could write in verse: 
'Men digging from vale and plane 
Viewed from this Knob, bare and ancient 
Likewise shall pass, but thou wilt remain 
Preaching the t ruth that we are transient.' 
And how true it is. May the Knob never be tarnished by artificial- 
ity. Let i t  stand as a monument to the mighty action of the ice that 
swept over hill and dale. It was my pleasure to have known Eugene 
Secor soon after coming to Iowa, when I became connected with 
* Bulletin Iowa State Parks, Volume 2, No. 6, page 6. 
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Iowa State College. He was one of the trustees and I mention this 
to show his many and varied interests in life. He was a lovable 
man of many human qualities. He loved the great out-of-doors, 
,therefore the flowers, shrubs, trees and the busy bee were to him 
an inspiration. It is therefore fitting and proper that some part 
of this park should be connected with his name. I now dedicate 
the main highway in this park to Eugene Secor. This road will 
lead around the Knob and will be near Dead Man's Lake, which may 
also, if i t  seems wise, be called Secor Lake. The wooded tract con- 
tains the trees commonly found in this section of Iowa: white oak, 
red northern pin and bur oaks, basswood, bitternut, hickory, black 
walnut, elm, American elm, hackberry, butternut, black cherry, 
choke cherry, wild crab, plum, haws, and dogwoods. In  the spring 
the woods are covered with hepatica, Dutchman's-breeches, wind 
flower, mandrake, blue,and yellow violet. I n  the autumn and late 
sunimer goldenrods of various kinds, blue, white and New England 
asters; sunflowers, bonesets, Joe pye weed, jewell weeds. The lit- 
tle lake surrounded by glacial moraines contains wild rice, white 
, water lily, spatterdock, arrow head, water plantain and at one time 
the red water shield. Here, then, we are trying to preserve the 
scientific in its flora and fauna, and the historic because there is an 
interesting legend connected with what is known as Dead Man's 
Lake. The historic features are of interest because during the 
pioneer times the timber was important to the early settlers who 
came here to get fuel and material to construct their houses. Long 
ago the big oaks, elm and basswood of the forest primeval were 
used. We now have a second growth. The forest problem is a 
pressing problem of the United States and we may well use areas 
like this for recreation and to demonstrate the value of reforesta- 
tion to prevent erosiop. 
"The ten thousand visitors who were here last year amply testify 
to the value of this spot for recreation. The visitors came from 
many counties of Iowa and many states. This interest will increase 
as the state becomes older. The 'breathing spots' are becoming 
less and less all of the time 
"From the scientific standpoint I mentioned some of the plants. 
The animal life is interesting. Once we had the wild turkey, ruffed 
grouse and prairie chicken and deer. They are gone. We still have 
some of the aquatic birds, the brown thrasher, robin, bue jay, whip- 
poor-will, mourning dove, owls and hawks. There are still brown 
squirrels, badgers and an occasional red fox, and muskrat. There 
should be more and we will have these when conditions have re- 
adjusted themselves. 
"Not the least important from a scientific standpoint is the mate- 
rial brought here by the Wisconsin ice sheet. The wonderful Alta- 
mont moraine reaches its climax in this part of Iowa. Pilot Knob 
is the climax of the material left by the ice. Once a small bit of 
prairie, now overrun with hardy introduced plants. May it be 
restored. These morainic hills rise nearly 1500 feet above sea level. 
The glacier has left its impress on land adjacent to Pilot Knob, the 
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rolling hills, little lakes, groves and wonderfully fertile agricultural 
soil once largely a prairie teeming with its wonderful plant life like 
the lily, orchid, sunflower, meadow rue, aster, blazing stars and 
goldenrod. Its wild prairie animal life nearly all gone except the 
insects, a few small rodents and a few birds. 
"This little sketch would not be complete without some reference 
to the history of the Pilot Knob Park movement. As early as April 
26,1919, the board considered the acquisition of the same, and again 
on September 5th of this same year. On December 13th of the same 
year this area was reported to the Executive Council for its favor- 
able action. On August 1, 1920, a descriptive report of the area 
was filed by the chairman of the board and a resolution adopted by 
the board asking that this park be created. Some time earlier 
during the year a meeting of citizens was addressed on the invita- 
tion of Messrs. Thompson, Thorson and others to create an interest in 
the acquisition of the park. A meeting held in Ames on December 
3; 1920, Thorwald Thorson, M. M. Thompson, Emery J. Olson and 
Photo by Elder Studio 
FIG. 2.-THE OLD TRAIL, PILOT KNOB STATE PARK 
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0. E. Gunderson appeared before the board offering a considerable 
donation of money to purchase a part of the park tract. On June 
18, 1921, the resolution of November 19, 1920, was set forth, stating 
that 120 acres of land would be donated by the citizens of Winne- 
bag0 county to purchase the tract. The transaction completing the 
purchase of the tract was carried out in 1921 and Mr. H. L. Taylor 
was appointed custodian on May 9,1922. 
"I wish on behalf of the board to thank the generous citizens of 
Forest City who have made possible the creation of this park. The 
state owes you much and I assure you your hearty cooperation is 
appreciated. 
"It is my pleasant duty on behalf of the State Board of Conserva- 
tion to dedicate this park for the free use of the public, that its 
scientific and historical features shall be preserved forever. It is to 
be hoped that the distinctive scientific features may serve as a lesson 
in conservation. " 
These two counties in north central Iowa, of which Winneba'go 
county forms the north boundary line of the state, are mainly 
prairie with scattered groves of timber giving a picturesque setting. 
These counties were but sparsely timbered, the most noted exception 
being the timber along Lime Creek, which has its source in the Lit- 
tle lake in southern Minnesota, and sluggishly flows through, for 
the first part of its course, a prairie territory. Southward more 
timber is evident and at and near small timbered streams like Pike 
Run and Bear Creek in Winnebago county which empty into Lime 
Creek. The stream flows southerly through a corner of Madison 
township and then southeasterly through Ellington township. The 
main stream, Lime Creek, then flows in an easterly direegion through 
the northern part of Hancock county and here again the banks in 
many places, even before the early settlement of the gounty, were cov- 
ered with a growth of fine trees. The stream flows easterly into 
Grant township of Cerro Gordo county and northwterly into Fer- 
tile township of Worth county where it receives the drainage water 
of a number of the following streams: Willow Creek, which 
drains C!~ar Lake in Cerro Gordo county, and a number of smaller 
streams gf the sqme county; Beaver and Winas creeks are part of 
the drainage system,.of Lime Creek. These small creeks, and other 
small tributaries, drain the peat bogs of Fertile township and Silver 
Creek drains those of Madison township and Lake Edward in 
Crystal township of Haneock county. The peat b ~ g s  are especially 
abundant in, the northeastern part of Hayo.& county and south- 
western Wbrth cognty. e Commercially, th@ peat is worth considering.'-at. 8. W. Beyer, 
who made an exhaustive report on the peat beds, has described this 
peat. & account of it will be found elsewhere. - 1 s  
Eastward as the drainage becomes more mature the peat bogs 
are less frequent and a large lake, Clear Lake, one of the most inter- 
esting of Iowa, drains into Willow Creek and thence into Lime 
Creek. 
HISTORY OF HANCOCK AND WINNEBAGO COUNTIES 
By L. H. PAMMEL 
In the early days the territory now constituting the counties men- 
tioned above was part of the Winnebago neutral ground. Portions 
of three tribes lived in this region in harmony. These were the 
Winnebagos, Musquakies and Pottawattamies. The Indians could 
fish and hunt in this region to their hearts' content without molesta- 
tion. Whether the great Indian chiefs Winneshiek and Omanoka 
(Wanoaker) were in this county is not known to the writer; prob- 
ably, however, they were. I t  was not until after the Civil War that 
there was a considerable influx of the settlers into the territory. 
Hancock County. The first settlement in the county was made 
on September 9, 1854. Mr. Anson Avery and his wife located in 
what was known as Upper Grove, where he built a log cabin and 
broke the first land in that county. I t  is now known as Avery town- 
ship. George Nelson and his family came in October of the same 
year, settling near the Avery farm. However, it is stated that Mr. 
Nelson, with C. D. Philo, spent the winter of 1853-54 trapping and 
hunting in the region. 
There were no other settlers in this region until the spring of 
1855, when Malcolm Magill, Thomas Magill, Orich and Reuben 
Church, and Benoni Haskins also settled in Upper Grove township, 
while John Maben settled in Madison township and Jacob Ward in 
Ellington township in September, 1855. This township was visited 
by a severe cyclone in June, 1881, which destroyed many of the trees 
and buildings. This is the township in which Pilot Knob State Park 
is located. Bernard and Andrew Bolsinger came to the same town- 
ship in December, 1855. Two frontiersmen, Jacob and Harrison 
Rice, came to the same township but they were not permanent set- 
tlers, their claim having been sold to John Maben. Thomas Bearas, 
a trapper and hunter, settled in Madism township in 1855 and later 
moved to Winnebago county. More settlers came in 1856-57. At 
first Hancock county was attached for judicial purposes to Webster 
county and this arrangement continued until 1857 and the first half 
of 1858. When there were enough residents in the county it became 
attached judicially to Winnebago county. 
During the spring of 1858 an application was made to Judge 
Robert Clark, county judge of the latter county, to give Hancock 
county authority to organize se arately and elect its officers. The I first election was held on June 0, 1858, and it is interesting to ob- 
serve that only twenty-two votes were cast. The officers elected 
were M. P. Rosecrans, county judge; George Louppe, clerk of 
courts; Benoni Haskins, sheriff; Reuben Church, treasurer and re- . 
corder; G. R. Maben, superintendent of schools ; C. R. Wright, sur- 
veyor; C. J. Bonar, drainage commissioner. Evidently the early 
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pioneers recognized the fact that if Hmcock county was to do any- 
thing agriculturally comiderable must be done in the way of drain- 
age. 
The county business was transacted at Upper Grove, Ellington, 
or wherever the county officers happened to reside. However, on 
the 4th of November, 1858, John J. Popejoy and James Coodwin 
were appointed commissioners to locate the county seat, and they 
selected Seotion 31, Township 96, Range 23, where the old town of 
Concord now is located. Said land was donated to the county by 
Truman Beymour of New York. An interesting point in connection 
with the early history of Hancock county is the fact that Hon. W. P. 
Hepburn, who later served in the Civil War and was a distinguished 
congressman from southwestern Iowa, was employed by Hancock 
county to look after the interest8 of the county in Washington in 
connection with the swamp and overflow land. 
In 1865 there were only two frame edifices 16x24 and 9 feet high. 
This constituted the courthouse at that time. The cost was two 
thousand dollars. Dawing the year 1867 7. Maben built a oourt- 
house costing nine thousand dollars and with a l l  good equipment 
tea thousand dollars. The erection of this courthouse was voted at 
a special election and this item is rather interesting because in 1864, 
when the county court was seleoted a t  Coacord, the county had 
only three hundred and B t y  inhabitants. The new county seat was 
located on November 4, 1865, and the courthouse built and com- 
pleted in 1869. The ,&t term of the circuit court was held a t  Con- 
cord on June 11, 1869. The actual settlers alang Lime Creek and 
Upper Grove, fifteen years after the first settlement, were only five 
hundred.+ 
Not a store was within the limits, the nearest market being thirty 
or forty mile8 away. The first county superintendent of schools was 
G. R. Maben. He was elected in 1858. Other early superintendents 
were Charles Cillespie, Charles Church and James M. Elder who 
dr followed each other. This coqnty seems to have been partioularly 
fortunate in its election of county superintendents. Among the list 
of state superintendents in 1873 we finid the name of A l o m  Aber- 
nitthy,** 801dieq legislator, educator, graduate of the University of 
Chicago, who made a number of historical contributions.*+* Later 
A. M. Deyoe was state superintendent of public instmation, hav- 
ing previously served as county superintendent of sohools of Han- 
cock county a d  also a school teacher at Britt. 
The first school was taught by C. D. Pritchard, in the spring of 
1857, in section 29, and the second by James M. Elder. The latter 
ww the first settler in Concord, arriving there in December, 1865. 
The Elder family afterwards became quite conspicuous in the his- 
tory of the county. One member of the family was greatly inter- 
* Some of these item8 have been furnished by Pekr G e r t  of Garner. 
**Member of House of Representstives 1866. f)rinclpal of Dea Moines College 1870- 
1811 ; superintendent o public instruction '1872-7ii ; president Chicage University 1876-78 : 
regent of Univerefty o! Iowa 1880-1909. 
*** Annals of Iowa 8rd, series 7, paga 481. 
Albert M. beyoe . . pdnci~al  at Gamer, four pears; superintendent at Britt. 
nine liesrn ; county sn~er in ' tent  of Hancock county, nlne yearn. 
ested in horticulture and to him the county is indebted for the in- 
troduction of many ornamental shrubs, trees and fruit trees. He 
lived at Concord-a fine gentleman of the old school of pioneers. 
Mr. A. D. Hiams erected a grist mill on the Iowa River in section 
30 in 1873. This was long after the first settlements in the county. 
The first pioneer postoffice was at Upper Grove or sometimes called 
Amsterdam Village in Avery township. This was established in 
1857. The first postmaster was Benoni Haskins, who laid out the 
town of Amsterdam in 1858. The houses were erected from lumber 
obtained in the vicinity. Probably all of the original trees of the 
Pilot Knob area were used for the construction of the pioneer homes 
in Ellington township. 
The first building erected in Britt was the depot of the Chicago, 
Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad in 1870, but the town itself was not 
laid out until 1878. The Minneapolis and St. Louis depot was 
erected in 1880. I t  is the home of our present governor, John 
Hammill.' Garner was the former home of W. C. Ramsay.' The 
postoffice was established in 1870. It became the county seat. 
Garner was laid out in 1870 when the Chicago, Milwaukee and 
St. Paul Railway came through the town. The postoffice was estab- 
lished the same year. The town was named after one of the railroad 
officials. The present county seat was located in Garner after the 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway came through the present 
site and the present courthouse was built in 1899 and occupied in 
8 1904. Of the late members of the legislature mention may be made of 
E. P. Healy3 and Senator Wichman.' 
L)uring the early pioneer days only the higher and well-drained 
land was used for agriculturd purposes. I t  was not thought pos- 
sible to make use of the swampy areas for cultivated crops. These 
prairies produced an abundance of fiqe hay and during the late 
seventies and early eighties the business of baling hay and shipping 
to Chicago markets was an important industry in Hancock county. 
Even then much of the hay remained uncut because of some four 
thousand acres of peat land in Hancock, Worth, Cerro Gordo and 
Winnebago counties. 3 
Winnebago County. Winnebago county is the middle of the 
northern tier of counties in the state, bounded on the north by 
John HammilL-Governor of Iowa, wan born at Linden. Iowa county Wisconsin. 
moved with hi parents near Britt. Hancock wunty Iowa graduated froA Britt hi& 
school. 1896 ; from the law department of the ~nive&ity of iowa 1897. practiced law in 
Britt, Iowa; elected wunty attorney in 1902, serving two term:; mekber of the state 
senate, 1908 - lieutenant governor 1920 and 1922 ; governor of Iowa since January 1926. 
'Walter d.  ams say.--Secretary of state, was born in Ford wunty. Illinois, df S&h 
parents; educated in common schools. in 1896 located at Garner. Hanwck county 
Iowa, where he taught in country scbdols; 1801, removed to Belmond, Wright wunty: 
Iowa ; engaged in newspaper work ; chief clerk of the Iowa house of representatives in the 
thirty-aixth thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth general assemblies appointed secretary of 
state in 19i9. elected for the full term in 1920: re-elected in 192b. 
Edwin P.'Healy.-Representative from Hancock county, was born at Greenwich 0. : 
educated in common schools ; atation agent for the C., M. Bt St. P. railroad at Britt, i870; 
engaged in banking business m 1890: vlce  resident of Commercial State Bank of Britt; 
representative. 1920 and 1922. 
'John E. Wichman.-Born at Galena, Illinois: educated in public schools and Nortb- 
western German English Normal School. remoyed to Hancoek county 1879 ; admitted to 
the bar, 1881 ; lawyer and banker; elect& representative from  anc cock county 1916 and 
1918. Thirty-seventh and Thirty-eighth General Assembly; Senator ~hirty-ninh General 
Assembly. 
Minnesota and the east by Worth county ; on the south by Haneock 
and on the west by Kossuth county. It contains an area of about 
400 square miles. The boundaries of the county were established by 
the legislature of Iowa during the legislative session of 1850 and 
,1851 and named after the Winnebago Indians, who at one time 
occupied the neutral ground of northern Iowa. Prior to 1851 this 
county was a part of Fayetto. 
At the. session of the legislature in 1850 and 1851 it was attached 
to Polk county, in 1853 it was attached to Boone county and 
remained a part of that county until July 1, 1855, when it was at- 
tached to Webster and so remained under the judicial control of 
the latter county until the fall of 1857 when an election was ordered 
and the county organized. The following officers were elected: 
County judge, Robert Clark ; treasurer and recorder, C. H. Day; 
clerk of courts, B. F. Denslow; sheriff, J. S.  Blowers; superin- 
tendent of schools and surveyor, C. S. Scott ; drainage commissioner, 
Darius Bray. The commissioners appointed to locate the county 
seat selected Forest City. 
Early r3ettlemewt. Long prior to the settlement of the region 
%hie area was the hunting ground of the Winnebago Indians. As 
early as 1853 Leander Farlow and several companions came into 
the territory to hunt and trap. This was likewise true in 1854 and 
1855 when Philip Tennis and several others visited the region. These 
travelers passed through the country in search of game. 
There issome question as to who was the first settler in the county, 
but it is generally conceded that Thomas Bearse was the first to 
bring his family into the county," which was in the spring of 1855, 
about three-fourths of a mile east of Forest City on Lime Creek. 
C. W. Thomas came in the spring of 1855, aettling north of Rice 
Lake about a mile southeast of Lake Mills, and Wm. Gilbert also 
came the same spring. John Maben settled on the southwest quar- 
ter of section 25, township 98, range 24 and remained several years, 
then moved to Haneock county. John Gilchrist settled on the same 
range and township and section 26. The number of settlers was 
increased in 1856. Robert Clark located the land where Forest 
City now satands and laid out the town. It is interesting to note that 
the settlers came from New Pork, Indiana, Ohio and Maine. Of the 
other early settlers mention may be made of A. T. Cole, L. Hitt, Ira 
Plummer, Thomas Andrews, Wm. Lackore, Martin Bumgardner, 
and Wm. Porter. Joshua Thomas settled on the shore of Rice Lake 
in 1855. 
The Norwegian settlement began in 1856 when some nine families 
settled in the northeastern part of the county. They have been a 
tower of strength to the community. Mention may be made of a 
few: Albert Peterson, H. J. Knudson, Chris Anderson, Louis Nelson. 
The second d u x  of Scandinavians came in 1865. The Scandi- 
navian population is represented by people who originally came 
from Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Norway contributed the 
* For details of the history of Winnebgo county see hiibry of Kossuth, Haneock and 
Winnebago counties, lowa, Springfield, Illinois. 1884. 
largest proportion of this population. The population in 1865 was 
298; 1869, 1072; 1870, 1572; and 1880, about 5000. 
The first death occurring was that of Mrs. Louis Nelson in 1857. 
The first child born was George R. Blowers in 1857. The first 
church organized in the county was the Methodist Episcopal and 
the first minister was Reverend Hankins. The first schoolhouse 
mas built in 1858 and the first school was taught here by Sarah 
Beadle. Robert Clark was the first postmaster at Forest City and 
this was established in 1857. The first cabin erected was by Philip 
Tennis in 1854, about one-half mile from Forest City. The first sod 
turned was by Thomas Bearse, and John B. Gilchrist made the first 
land entry. The first Fourth of July celebration was in 1858 and 
the offlcer of the day was Charles R. Wright. 
Early Times. David Secor in a reminiscence tells us that in 
June, 1859, in company of John Lamm, he started on foot from 
Mason City to look over the land of the county. Forest City at that 
time was known as Pucker Brush. Mr. Secor made his return to 
Mason City by constructing a raft made of walnut and butternut 
hoards from the sawmill on Lime Creek. This raft contained about 
3000 feet of lumber. I t  took two days to reach Mason City, where the 
craft was shipwrecked on a rock. The sawmill used the trees found 
on Lime Creek and Pilot Knob. The lumber cut by this sawmill was 
used for buildings, tables, benches, etc.-all the pioneer furniture 
was home made. The first sawmill erected at Rice Lake in 1864. 
During the time of the early settlers, the Winnebago Indians were 
quite numerous and the Sioux Indians occasionally made a visit. 
The Indians did not entirely leave the country until 1862. During 
the Spirit Lake massacre, which news came to Forest City by way 
of Minnesota, the settlers were considerably alarmed. Mr. Secor 
tells us that the nearest flour mill to Forest City in 1857 was 100 
miles away at Cedar Falls. The early,settlers had to go to Mason 
City for their mail and previous to 1860 the nearest market for 
grain and pork was McGregor and Dubuque. Wheat sold for forty 
cents a bushel and dressed pork for two cents a pound. 
Railroads. There are three railroads in the county. The Chicago 
and Northwestern which goes through hike Mills was completed dur- 
ing the last quarter of the last century in 1899. The Burlington, 
Cedar Rapids and Northern, first known as the Burlington and 
Cedar Rapids and Minnesota, was afterwards leased to the Chicago, 
Rock Island and Pacific. This road was surveyed in the fall of 1870. 
The county entered into a contract with the railroad that it should 
receive a 5 per cent tax on all taxable property for the year 1871 in 
the townships of Forest, Center and Iowa, and a bonus of $10,000 
provided the road was completed by January, 1873. The road, how- 
ever, did not pnsh its work and the matter was dropped. Later, in 
1881, a Forest City railroad project was organized. This road pur- 
chased the grade of the Iowa-Minnesota Railroad, which extended 
northwest of Forest City and southeast to Garner. The next rail- 
road, the Iowa and Minnesota Railroad, which later became the Min- 
neapolis and St. Louis, was organized in Fort Dodge, Webster 
county, with John F. Duncombe as one of the prominent promoters. 
The grading of this road to Forest City was completed during the 
summer of 1873. The county in 1878 voted a subsidy of $50,000 for 
the building project of the Minnesota and Iowa Southern Railway 
Company. The directors of this road were mostly Forest City people, 
and among the directors occur .the names of J. Thompson, David 
Secor and J. W. Mahoney. About this time, 1878, negotiations with 
the M. and St. L. Railroad were entered into and this company 
agreed to take the former road and complete the construction pro- 
vided it received a free right of way and that the subsidy would 
be turned over to them, which was granted accordingly. In 1879 
the home company was reorganized with John Martin of the M. and 
St. L. Railroad president, David Secor vice president and Jasper 
Thompson treasurer. The new company, M. and St. L., therefore 
controlled the new railroad, which was completed in 1879. The &st 
railroad train was pulled into Forest City on the 3d of December, 
1879. 
Game. Game was abundant during the early days. Mr. Secor 
relates the incident that prairie chickens could be seen by the hun- 
dreds in the region, that they destroyed the buckwheat crop in 1862 
in the vicinity of Forest City. I t  was nothing uncommon to shoot 
nineteen or twenty prairie chickens in a short time and ducks were 
abundant on Lime Creek. The story is also related that Mr. Amos 
Chilson in the early 60's found a den containing seventy-three good 
sized snakes. Mr. Bearse, who built a log house on the east side of 
Lime Creek in May, 1854, had an encounter with a bear on what is 
now known as Bear Creek. So that bear must have been common in 
this region; at least, Mr. Bearse saw three on the afternoon he was 
out. Deer were also plentiful in the region. Mr. Bearse and Mr. 
Thomas had as many as 300 hanging up in the woods one winter. 
The deer were killed for their skins. 
Ilzdialzs. When the first settlers landed in Winnebago county, 
and for several years later, several bands of the Winnebago Indians 
made this their hunting and trapping grounds. The number varied 
greatly, sometimes numbering 100. Mi .  Secor says: "During the 
summer they would bury their pots and kettles in the ground and, 
leaving their tepees standing, would go north into Minnesota to 
hunt, and return in the fall laden with the spoils of the chase. They 
were, however, meddlesome and inclined to thievishness and often 
caused the settlers much annoyance." 
SCIENTISTS AND LEGISLATORS 
Winnebago county has produced a number of scientific men. Of 
these we may mention Dr. Rudolph M. Anderson,' Canadian Geo- 
logical Survey; Dr. A. L. Bakke12 botanist, Iowa State College ; Carl 
D. La Rue,a botanist, University of Michigan ; Representative J. H. 
Anderson4; Howard W. B y e r ~ , ~  former attorney general and 
speaker of the house, lived in Hancock county; and Senator Gun- 
d e r ~ o n . ~  
DEAD MAN'S LAKE HAS OWN INDIAN STORY 
Within Pilot Knob State Park is a beautiful little lake with sev- 
eral points of distinction, the least of which comes from the legends 
which pertain to ita name, "Dead Man's Lake.'' 
The lake originally spread over about two acres; in fact, was of 
that area at the time i t  is supposed to have been given its weird 
name. Now, since the coming of the white man, natural surround- 
ings have changed and about half of the lake is covered with moss 
and peat. However, the open water, on the edge of which grows a 
rare pond lily, is of sufficient size to retain its name and attract 
many sightseers. 
I t  is stated on good authority that the lake has no bottom* at its 
center, that a great funnel-like hole contains this water, the source 
'- Rudolph M. Anderson zoologist born a t  Deeorah Iowa - graduated from Forest City 
high school and Iowa ~n' iversi ty-  *h.~.. 1906- conn&ted with the museum staff of Iowa 
University and that of the ~ m e r i c a n  Museum 6t Naqural History New York City. mem- 
ber of the Stefanason-Anderson expedition of the American ~us ' eum of Natural kistory 
to arctic regions. 1908-12, and of the Canadian arctic expedition, 1918-18. Member of a 
number of scientific societies, a n  author of numerous scientific papers, and actively inter- 
ested in the conservation of wild life. Zoologist in charge of mammals, National Mu- 
eeum. Canadian Geoloaical Survey. 191%-: acting chief of the biolo~ical division of the - -. - - 
Survey 1920-. 
*Dr. A. L. Bakke, professor of plant physiology, Ames, Iowa ; born Fargo, N. D. ; re- 
moved to La Crosse. Wisconsin and later to For City. Iowa; graduated from Iowa 
State College; Ph.D., Chicago hniversity, 1917; s%e 1910 has been on tpe botanical 
staff of Iowa State College ; member of several scientific societies and has publtshed numer- 
ous scientific papers. 
' Carl D. LaRfie, botanist: born a t  Williamsville, Illinois; graduated from the Waldorf 
College, Forest City, and from the University of Michigan; in 1917 went as botanist for 
the American Rubber Company, located on the island of Sumatra, Dutch East Indies ; has 
recently returned to the University of Michigan. 
'Joseph H. Anderson.-Representative from Winnebago county, was born in Winne- 
bag0 county, Iowa; graduated from State Teachers' College. Cedar Falls. Iowa, in 1898; 
taught school, then engaged in farming ; clerk of the district court of his county. 1906-18 ; 
elected re~resentative from the ninety-fifth district in 1914. 1916. 1918. 1920 and 1922: 
speaker of the fortieth general assemhiy. 
Howard W. Bye=.-Formerly attorney general of Iowa, was born a t  Woodstock. Wis- 
constn; spent early days in Wisconsin; then on farm in Hancoek and Kossuth counties, 
1878-1876 ; went to Nebraska ; came to Shelby county, Iowa, in 1878 ; admitted to prac- 
tice law in June, 1888 ; located in Harlan, Shelby county, Iowa ; representative from Shelby 
county in the twenty-fifth, twentysixth regular and extra sessions, and twenty-eighth 
general assembl~;  speaker of the house of the twenty-sixth regular and extra sessions; 
attorney general of Iowa. !907-1910; corporation counsel of the city of Dee Moines, 1911- 
1920 ; now in private prnctlce in Des Moines. 
' 0. E. Gundemon.--Senator from the forty-first district comprising Mitchell. Winne- 
bag0 and Worth counties, was born-at Kensett Iowa; educated in rural schools, North- 
wood high school. St. Ansgar semlnary and Institute, and Northern Illinois Normal 
School ; county superintendent of schools of Worth county. Iowa. nine .years. Connected 
wlth the Forest City National Bank twelve years; served a t  different tlmes an city clerk. 
counci!man, president of the Forest City Library Board, and elected Senator in 1924. 
* Thts 18 a cotntnon belief, but there is no foundation for it. 
of which is hidden. This cannot be vouched for in this article, but 
certain it is, and can be attested to by all who know the locality, that 
the supply of water is not affected by drought, and neither is .lit 
raised or lowered by local rainfalls, but remains at the same level 
year in and year out. The fact that nature placed this little lake 
high up above the surrounding country, with neither inlet nor out- 
let, so far as the water supply is concerned, is a marvel for geologi- 
cal study. 
There is something weird about the surroundings of the lake; 
something that h " creepy ' ' and awe inspiring, as the evening comm 
on; perhaps more so some years ago before it was included in a state 
park, and before it became a rendezvous for picnic parties. There 
is yet a weirdness about the surroundings that make people hesitate 
to remain there over night, in spite of the fact that it is more or less 
of a resort during all the scimmer days. ' 
There are many different stories of how the lake got its name, most 
of the tales familiar in north-aentral Iowa, but the following story 
is probably the authentic one, and it has only recently been verified 
w d  withdrawn from the veil of secrecy which has shrouded it for 
years. 
Dead Man's Lake was named, and the occasion for it being so 
named, W ~ E  before the advent of the white man in this section. I t  is 
an historical fact that the Indian tribes had made this spot their 
headquarters for many, many years, but had abandoned it a few 
years before the first white man came up the Winnebago River. 
However, they did return occasionally to this particular spot, and 
later many of the h t  settlers remember these pilgrimages. 
The Grst white man who followed the winding course of the Win- 
hebago River (more lately dubbed Lime Creek), to a point south of 
Pilot Knob, visited the spot because it was the highest of the range 
of hills in the section, that he might get a better view of the un- 
knob wilderness that swept on and on before his view to the north 
and wet. From the height of Pilot Knob, he discovered the little 
Ihke nestling high upon the lower surrounding hills, and marveled 
that such a body of water should be located at the apparent high 
elevation. When he visited the lake he also dissovered that it had 
but one lone inhabitant-an old Indian who proved to be a perma- 
nent fixture there. By patient exchanging of signs and by diagrams 
in the sandy soil on the lake bank, this white man learned much of 
the lore and history of the country, the tribe to which the old In- 
dian belonged ; and also that the lake was known as " Woetg la Las 
Joui Olu," meaning the "Lake of the Dead Man." His tribe had 
left him there and named his abiding place the "lake of the 
dead man," because he was dead so far as his tribe was concerned. 
The old fellow had been disappointed, so it was learned, when he had 
mixed in the tribe's politics, and became soured-like some white 
men do after they have been disappointed in politics, or betrayed 
by their fellow politicians-this old fellow had wanted to be head- 
push in dispensing powdered roots and herbs and mixing medicine 
for his tribe. His disappointment had led him to cease mingling 
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with his tribesmen, and shortly afterwards when the Indians moved 
west, he refused to go with them. 
At any rate he stayed at the lake-it may have been that he loved 
the dear old spot and reluctantly would leave it. Then it was his 
Indian tribe named the locality the "lake of the dead man"- 
present day slang would have said "lame duck." The one most pe- 
culiar incident in the finding of this lone Indian here by the first 
white man was that he was living in a neat little log cabin just above 
the lake and to the north about two rods from the water line. It  is 
said by some that this same log c%bin is the one that now stands 
some ten rods north of the lake, but the truth of this is not vouched 
for in this article. 
Here he was living when the first white man came. Here he 
stayed and apparently never left hie solitary retreat. Just east of 
his wonderful log cabin, in the hillside above the lake, was the 
opening of a large cave, a natural opening that had been formed 
during some early period-perhaps during the period when the 
' 'Wisconsin drift " covered this section-into which he made his 
daily pilgrimages, the reasan for which no white man ever knew. 
And neither did white man ever set his foot within the cave. When 
this Indian died, a year or two after the coming of the first white 
man, his body was taken into the cave by the returning members of 
hie tribe and buried. In leaving the locality the Indians obliterated 
the opening to the cave and its exact location has never since been 
discovered to certainty. For many years after there was an ap- 
parent indication of such a cave on the hillside east of the lake, but 
of recent years it has wholly disappeared ; and a few years ago when 
some men tried to fmd the opening they were unsuccessful. The 
state now refuses to &ow any digging or prospecting for the old 
natural cave. 
That is how "Dead Man's Lake" got its name. 
ANCIENT IOWA FIELD O F  BATTLE NEAR PILOT XNOB 
4 
The traveler who has trekked across the state from east to west on Iowa's 
northernmost highway will remember the rolling hills that lie in the north-cen- 
tral portion o i  the state. They G e  a t  the foot of Pilot Knob, and are seen 
rangmg away far  to the east. ' I n  places they are rough and broken, stone-cov- 
ered and-timber-clad, with forests of native oak; but as they roll away to the 
eastward their rigorous aspect gradually disappears. 
The l o f v  timber takes a sparser growth on each succeeding slope, and sharp, 
stony ridges grudgingly give way to smoothlj rounded h o l b  'that break and 
spread .and broaden into a %B, level upland plain on the brink of the Lime 
Creek valley. The e o n  is one of the state's most rugged spots, and has been 
aptly named "The Highlandsbf Iowa9* by Dr. Pammel, of Bmw. 
@ny, many years ago the rolling hills were the ahown haunt# of the Winne- 
bag0 Indians. At peace with the whites, between them and the Sioux there 
existed for years the most bitter animosity. Clashes between the two tribes, so 
the early records show, were frequent and bloody and iinally culminated in open 
war, a war of savagery and barbarism followed by pestilence and famine, grim 
vestiges of which remain to this day in the lands of the rolling hills. 
The first or opening battle of the war between the Sioux and the Winne- 
bagoes wae staged in the north Iowa highlands a t  a point where the hills begin 
to break and creep out over the southern slope of Worth county, six miles east 
of Pilot Knob and near the village of Fertile. It is known in I n d h  tzadition 
as the battle of &bungkahdah, and, while the early historian hadl failed to record 
it in the annals of long ago, its story is written on the battle ground in cold 
letters of flint, chert and obsidian. 
Fortunate indeed is the traveler who has time and inclination to tarry for a 
day in the rolling hills and read a t  first hand the s t 0 7  of this thrilling drama 
staged by the savage men who fought hand to h a d  with clubs of stone, for 
there, in rich profusion, he shall see the relics of primordial war. 
- Foaabllp nowhere in  the United States will the traveler find another spot so 
rich in stone relics of the American Indian as on the old battlefield of &ung- 
kahdrmh. Within an area of less than 300 acres collectors and connoisseurs of 
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savage ar t  have found more than 6,000 perfect arrowheads, darts, axes of 
prophyry, war klubs of feldspar, greenstone and chert. Besides these perfect 
specimens, almost a like number of imperfect ones or culls have been found in 
close proximity to the battlefield. 
Apparently shot from the taut string of powerful bows, large numbers of 
arrowheads lie buried to a considerable depth in  the lush black loam soil and 
every spring when the snow has melted on the battlefield the alternate thaw- 
ing and freezing and heaving of the frost tends to lift  them to the surface 
where, when the summer showers have washed the hillsides clean, they are readily 
glimpsed by the keen eyes of the connoisseur 
On the extreme eastern margin of the field, a t  a point once covered with a 
dense growth of underbrush and small trees, rows upon rows of arrowheads 
have been found, all pointing to the northeast. With a few exceptions, they are 
of the whitest Wisconsin flint, the favorite stone of the Winnebago lapidarist, 
and were, no doubt, brought from that state which was the original range of the 
early Winnebagoes. Perfect in  contour, needle-pointed, and with serrated edges 
competent to pierce the body of a horse and 'rider alike, their workmanship is a 
high tribute to savage skill. Their position in even rows in the soil would indi- 
cate that they have been shot in  whistling volleys by the Winnebagoes from a 
point to the southwest; and that the Sioux warriors were fighting under cover 
of the leafy ambuscade, there cannot be the shadow of a doubt. And thus by 
the same token, there is lucid proof that the arrows so plentifully strewn over 
a portion of the western half of the field were shot from the bowstrings of the 
stealthy Sioux. 
For here, unlike those found in and about the timbered portion of the eastern 
part of the field, the arrowheads do not lie in rows, but are scattered about as  
if shot a t  random or by desultory firing. For the most part they lie with the 
point toward the southwest, showing that they were shot from the direction of 
the thicket where the Sioux are believed to have been in ambush. With a very 
few exceptions, all those known to have been found on this part of the field are 
of almost transparent chalcedony, a stone highly prized by the Sioux arrow- 
nmith of a hundred and fifty years ago. 
PILOT KNOB STATE PBRK, FOREST CITY 
1 
J. H. LEES, Iowa Geological Survey 
If one would understand the geologic features of Pilot Knob Park 
he must first learn the outlines of the history through which those 
features have passed. This history is co fined entirely to the glacial 
or Pleistocene (ei sounded like long 3 period, except, of course, 
that older rocks form the foundation on which the materials of 
Pleistocene age rest. This means, then, that the Knob and its neigh- 
boring eminences are built entirely of glacially carried materials. 
I t  owes its existence to the work of the great continental ice-sheets 
which crept out from the far north in the ages long past. But the 
glacier which shaped the great mounds of Pilot Knob Park was not 
the f is t  of the series but rather the last. At least two of these 
glaciers had invaded the upper Mississippi valley with their icy 
battalions, burying the region for many years under their heavy 
mantles, then melting away under the increasing warmth of the re- 
curring interglacial climates, leaving the loads of clay and aand 
and bowlders which they had gathcred in their journeys spread out 
as a layer of glacial drift, subject to all the action of the weather and 
the wash of streams. During the period in which these agencies 
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were dominant another g b i e r  had invaded southeastern Iowa, but 
had failed to reach our area, and a fourth had covered much of the 
northewtern parts of the state and quite possibly had extended 
. 
westward beyond the Pilot Knob region. There is little evidence at 
the 'mface regarding the sheets of drift left by the older glaciers ' 
and.= all the streams are small and their valleys immature they do 
not reveal much of the underlying formations. Some of the deeper 
wells go down into a "blue clay" or a "hardpan" which in most 
cases represents the older glacial drift. But the surface materials 
and the present-day topography are due almost entirely to a later 
agent. 
This agent was the last of the continental glaciers, the one known 
tts the Wisconsin, from the f q t  that its drift sheet is well displayed 
and has been thoroughly studied in the state of that name. The 
glacier extended west across Minnesota and into the Dakotas and 
aent down a broad lobe into central Iowa between the present sites 
of (;Elear Lake tand Storm Lake-both of which owe their existence 
to its marg- deposi@-and as far south as Des Moines. Of course, 
the ice buried the old lands, covering valley and plain alike, and 
when it meitad away it left a layer of day and sand and pebbles 
and bowlders w&b had for the most part .filled the depressions and 
thereby tramformed e rolling hilly country into one which was, and 
still is, in many loea l i t i~  as level, or as gently rolling, as the surface 
of the s m e r  sea. Some of the boundless plains of north-central 
Iowa today bear witness to the smoothing effect of this type of gla- 
ciation as contrasted with the rough mature style of topography 
shown in the' southern counties of this state, where weathering and 
erosion have so long been effective. 
But not everywhere nor always does the glacier leave its load as 
a mantle smoo~hly spread out. I t  will be understood that when an 
iee sheet is advancing it picks up such material as it fhds louse 
to hand or can pluck from the bed rock and either incorporates 
this into its own mass or carries it along at its base. Then a the 
ice melts may, if i$s margin retreab at a fairly uniform rate as 
the climate gradually becomes milder, this load of detritus likewise 
wiU be left spread out on the m r f a ~ e  as a fairlylsmooth blanket. 
/ It sometimes happens, bowever, that an unwually cold or snowy 
winter, or a oool summer or a suecession of such events will sCop 
thirc regular and well-ordered retretit and put new heart and life, 
ars it were, into the ice king's legions and for a time the retreat of 
the glacier's margins may be halted or there may even be a tem- 
porary advance. Such happenings have been noted many times in 
the modern glaciers of Alaska and Greenland and the Alps. Since 
- the main body of the ice is advancing and bringing forward new 
su$plim of drift material, as this reaches the nearly stationary mar- 
gin it is dumped in great piles when the ice melts away. This dump- 
ing and heaping is aided by the strams which issue from under 
the ice and themselves are loaded with silt and sand. If the mar- 
gin stands in the sape general region for some time it may form 
a great range of irregular hills and hollows which stretch for miles 
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across the country, roughly parallel with the outer margin of the 
drift sheet. A number of these ranges, or moraines, as they are 
called, mark successive halts in the retreat of the Wisconsin glacier 
across north-central Iowa. One of the smaller of these has been 
called the C,mp Dodge moraine. The Gary moraine, one of the 
most prominent of these glacial ranges in central Iowa, stretches 
nearly across the width of the Wisconsin drift sheet and is crowned 
by such great eminences as Mineral Ridge and Pilot Mound of 
Boone county. Several other more or less well defined moraines 
are present in northern Iowa and form the setting for the lake 
regions such as the Okobojis, Lost Island Lake, Clear Lake and 
many others of lesser renown. One of the best known hills among 
these moraines is Ocheyedan Mound in Osceola county, famed as 
being one of the highest points in the state, 1670 feet above the sea. 
But unquestionably the finest of all these glacial mounds and, 
indeed, one of the most noteworthy in the whole upper Mississippi 
valley is Pilot Knob in Hancock county, with its associated and only 
slightly less elevated neighbors. I t  is not the highest point in the 
state (it stands 1450 feet above sea level), but yet i t  rises above 
the surrounding plains higher, probably, than any other similar hill 
in Iowa. .Its summit is three hundred feet above Lime Creek, which 
flows at its southern base, a distance greater by half than the 
height of Ocheyedan or Pilot Mounds. It  stands not alone in soli- 
tary grandeur, as do these others just mentioned, but is bordered 
to the west by a group of other great "mountains of the prairie" 
which give opportunity for a diversity of topography which is not 
possible with one such hill alone. Thus, to use President Macbride's 
eloquent phrases: "Between lie mountain meadows, as typically 
such as if the mountains really rose around us; sedgy bogs girt 
around by the white ranks of the aspen, walled in by impassable 
ridges. A tiny lake, Dead Man's Lake, lies to the south two hun- 
dred feet above Lime Creek, fed by springs, cold and clear, in 
summer decked by water lilies and all forms of northern aquatic 
vegetation, but the knob is nearly a hundred feet above us still." 
But it is not alone the topography which gives this region so com- 
manding a place among Iowa's scenie spots. Unlike many of the 
great glacial mounds, these in Pilot Knob State Park glory in a car- 
pet of verdure which adds the crowning feature to one of the mar- 
velous types of nature's handiwork. Not only the sedgy bogs and 
and lily spangled lakelet, but also forests of the greater trees, oak 
and ash, linden and hickory, lend themselves to the beautiful land- 
scape. These diminish toward the top of the Knob and leave the 
summit windswept and bare, affording opportunity for a won- 
derful panorama, especially to north, south and east, where the 
surface drops directly to the glacial plain. From the summit, then, 
one may view a typical glacial topography, as discussed above, un- 
changed, essentially, by post-glacial activities of weather and water. 
The plain is practically as level as the ice-sheet left it; the streams 
still flow in shallow trenches, perhaps relict of a former topography, 
or across swales in the glacial plain; even the great hills themselves 
stand practically as they appeared -at the close of glacial time, some 
thousands of years ago. The plain, as will be understood from what 
has gone before, is built up of intermingled clay and sand and 
coarser materials. The hills con~ist of the same indiscriminate mass 
with here and there pockets of gravel which were sorted out by the 
waters coming from the ice front. 
We have outlined in some detail the history and work of an ice- 
sheet because a knowledge of the building of Pilot Knob and its 
fellows will make plain the history and character of many of those 
features of Iowa topography which trace their origins to the great 
glaciers. Knowing one we will be in better position to know all 
and to appreciate in some measure the interest and importance of 
that remarkable stage of earth history which we know as the Glacial 
Period-the Great Ice Age. 
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The farest area in these counties wes originally, and has been 
reeaenQ1~~ rather larger thxwa usual in prairie counties.. Erspe- 
c m y  h tbb true of Hancock a n d  Winnebago. h the hWer the 
greater part of the emtern township waa originally eovemd with 
hresat t r e a  and until compamtively rment years the m e  region 
has hem- more densely and extensively occupied by ;poM;g; native 
f orerst, $he wa&d ' ' second krowth. " The same thing was true of 
a large park d Fwwt township and c$ Newton t o d i p ,  and there ' 
wm native wood about W e  Harmon, -2kd perhaw one or two other . 
native grgves were known to the pioneer. la-Hanm~k county, El- 
ljngtori to+hip, 'with the soulthma slopes of Pilo% Knob and the 
banks of Linze €b&, were all eatenslively wooded country, a d  na- 
tive groves were found all dong the Iowa river in Avery township 
and about Amsterdam. There is still a native grove at Twin Lakes 
and one in section 11 of the township of the same name, and another 
at Crystal Lake. The latter is now, in part, a park. I n  Kossuth 
county the native woods were limited pretty nearly to the valley 
and flood plain of the Des Moines River, particularly below the point 
where the tributaries, Black Cat and Plum Creek, enter. The list 
.of species represented in these native forest plantations includes 
the names of nearly all the arboreal forms found in eastern or espe- 
cially northeastern Iowa. Along the Des Moines about Algona and 
along Lime Creek east of Forest City and especially on Pilot Knob 
and on its attendant hills genuine forest conditions prevail. Un- 
disturbed by fmes the trees make luxuriant growth and add a beauty 
to these prairie landscapes otherwise unattainable. The presence of 
Pilot Knob and its wooded sides, seen like a blue wall from all the 
surrounding country for miles, has to this country and ,for it a 
real commercial value, and if the people who are so fortunate as to 
own farms and homes in the neighborhood of this piece of natural 
attractiveness are wise they will never suffer its beauty to be de- 
stroyed. Steps should be taken to make Pilot Knob with its woods, 
its lakes and its meadows, its exhilarating heights, a park to be for 
the delight and enjoyment of the people for all time. 
Tree-planting in these counties has proceeded much as elsewhere 
for the purposes of shelter and fuel. Every farmer has a grove, and 
some of these are of h e  proportions and show beautiful trees. Here 
as in other Iowa counties, the species planted have been selected as 
rapidly growing, rather than for value when grown. Nevertheless, 
there are plantations sufEcient to show that all sorts of trees com- 
mon to our northern nurseries may be successfully reared along 
these northern borders. Mr. Eugene Secor has hundreds of conifers 
to show how easily the farmers of this region may provide them- 
selves with timber, even for lumber. The primeval trees in all the 
forests named have nearly all long since disappeared. They were 
the product of centuries and were ripe for the harvest. Time has 
not elapsed for their successors to attain much value; but there is no 
doubt that the most valuable hardwoocbtrees o f l u r  northern forests 
will yet again find place upon the hills and by the streams of the 
countries to which they .are native and in which history shows that 
they find congenial skies and soil. 
TREES O F  PILOT KNOB STATE PARK 
The Trees. It is interesting that this moraine, one of the higher 
points in the state, should be covered with tree growth when the 
surrounding country is in large palrt prairie. However, a view from 
the point, Pilot Knob, shows plainly that the tops of many of the 
morainic hills are covered with trees while the lowlands, especially 
along the streams, consists almost entirely of herbaceous plants. 
The number of the species of trees in the park area and adjacent 
region is not large. Some of the tree species actually do not occur in 
&e pmk although they are in the vicinity. 
WdtZow and Cottolewood Fam~Ty. The blmk willow occurs along 
stremu and borders of lakes though it is not abundant. The leaves 
of the black willow are narrowly lanceolate and green on both 
w r f a m .  The leaves of the peach-leaved willow are ovate-lanceo- * '  
late and pale in color beneath. This willow is found along Lime 
Creek and a few other places along the larger brooks. It is not 
mmmon in the park. The sandbar willow has narrow leaves taper- 
'ing at  both ends and not stalked. The leaves are-more or less silky 
when young but at length become smooth. This willow is usually 
a shrub but occasionally a small tre It is common along the 
larger streams and borders of Kttle lakes in the vicinity. The 
beaked willow with obovate to elliptic lanceolate leaves is dull green 
and minutely downy above and pale beneath. This willow does not 
occur in the park although it is not unoommon in springy places 
in regions adjaeent to the park. This ia usually a shrub. The 
largeat tree of the family is the common cottonwood, which has 
broadly ddtoid.1aves with erenate margins. This tree is especially ' 
common dong Lime Creek and it also occurs in the park or regions 
immediately adjacent thereto; The quaking mpen or the American 
.aspen, with smooth, greenish-white bark, roundish heart-shaped 
leaves and flattened sta&s, ia common in the region, although not 
abundant in the park. The large-toothed aspen with smoothish 
gray bwk and somewhat larger leaves, which are roundish-ovate, 
has large sinuate Beth. This tree occurs in the region but is not 
camman in the pa&. 
WaZwt ,  Butternut and Hickory. The butternut, with pinnately 
compound leaves which are downy underneath and somewhat 
clammy, hcLe grayish bark with rather large scales. The black wal- 
nut has a somewhat similar l e d  but less hoary. The fruit is round - 
and smaoth while that of the butternut is ellipsoid and clammy. 
The bark of the bla& walnut has diamond-shaped scales which are 
smdler than thase of the butternut. The blaak walnut is less com- 
man in the pmk than the butternut. The &ell-bark hickory gets 
its name from the fact that its bark separates from the tree in large 
exfoliating shaggy strips. This tree is common adjacent to the park. 
The hickory nut has large terminal buds. The bitternut or swamp 
hickory has tight-fitting bark and the buds m e  small and yellowish. 
The fruit is ellipsoid, slightly ridged, the meat is bitter. 
Ironwood and Oaka The ironwood or American hop or horn- 
beam has thin, oblong-ovate leaves which are taper-pointed, sharply 
double-rserrate, hairy underneath. The sacs containing the seed re- 
semble the common Bop, henee the m e ,  the common hornbeam. 
The oak species are not numerous. Once there were large trees 
ovek the area. One of the most interesting of the oaks is the white 
oak The leans  of this are obovate-oblong, bright green above and 
paler beneath and turn bright red in autumn. The bark is pale and 
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scaly. The fruit matures the first year; the kernel is sweetish. The 
bur oak or mossy-cup oak has obovate or oblong leaves quite deeply 
cut, bright green above and paler beneath. The cup is deep, thick, 
woody and fringed. This is the most common oak in the region. 
The red oak has a shallow, saucer-shaped cup and large acorns ; leaves 
are cleft, bristle-pointed. The bark of the trunk is dark in color. 
The cup of the northern pin oak (Quercus ellipsoidalis) is top- 
shaped or deeply saucer-shaped. The scales are brown or ashy in 
color, slightly pubescent covering a third or more of the acorn; 
common throughout the region. The leaves color a beautiful red 
., - 
in the fall. 
Elms and Hackberry. The most common elm in the region is the 
slippery. It is easily recognized by the leaves, which are extremely 
rough above, taper-pointed and serrate. The buds before expansion 
are soft pubescent and covered with hairs. The American, white or 
common elm has smooth buds. The leaves are obovate or oblong, 
sharply pointed and often doubly serrate. They may be smooth 
above or rough. The hackberry is not uncommon in the region. 
The leaves are ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, sharply serrate. The 
fruit is dark purple at maturity. 
Apple, Plum, Cherry, Haw, Juneberry. The common wild crab, 
occurs in thickets. The leaves are oblong or ovate-oblong, smooth, 
the lower surface covered with hairs. Flowers are in flat-shaped 
clusters, reddish in color. The fruit is yellow and delightfully aro- 
matic. The American wild plum, a small tree, occurs in thickets. 
The leaves are narrowly obovate, sharply and double serrate. Ser- 
rations not glandular, flowers white and in umbellate clusters, fruit 
red. The shad bush or service berry is a small tree with smooth 
bark, whitish flowers. The fruit is red and edible. There are sev- 
eral haws. The most common of these are the large-fruited red haw 
and the punctate haw with greenish frpit and the small red-fruited 
haw (Crataegw coccirzea). The wild black or rum cherry is a 
large tree with reddish-brown branches, aromatic bark, flowers in 
elongated racemes, fruit purplish black, related to the choke cherry, 
which is common throughout the park. The bark is grayish and 
the inner bark has a disagreeable o d o ~  Flowers white in racemes, 
the fruit turning dark crimson and astringent. The wild red or 
pin cherry is a small tree with light reddish-brown bark, oblong- 
lanceolate, pointed  leave^, green on both sides, few flowers in a 
cluster, fruit light red. 
Honey Locust and Coffee Bean. The honey locust is a spiny tree 
with compound leaves; does not occur in the park although found 
along some streams in Hancock county and the coffee bean does not 
occur in the park although found in the reg i~n . .~  
Maples. There are three species of maple in the park and the 
territory adjacent thereto. The white or silver maple is common 
along Lime Creek and is frequently planted in the region. The 
sugar or black maple is common in the park. The leaves of this are 
green and scarcely paler beneath,,often a little downy. The box 
elder, commonly introduced in the region, is native along Lime 
Creek and may be found in the park. 
Basswood and Ashes. The common basswood has large leaves, 
green and smooth above, flowers in cluster, yellowish. Fruit is dry 
and woody. There are two kinds of ashes, the black ash, which is 
found in the region, although none actually occur in the park, and 
the green ash, common in the park and along the streams in Han- 
cock and Winnebago counties. 
SHRUBS OF PILOT KNOB STATE PARK 
The list of shrubs found in the park is not very large. None of 
the shrubs found in the park are rare and the number is much less 
than one finds in parks further south, for instance, the Dolliver Park 
or at the Ledges State Park and particularly the shrubs found in 
. the Lacey-Keosauqua Park. 
Cl imb i~g  Plants. There are a number of climbing plants in the 
park. Of these the greenbrier, a woody monocot of the lily family, 
is quite common. It is easily recognized by its greenish woody 
stem which is armed with prickles. Common moonseed with in- 
conspicuous flowers and bluish fruit is common in the woods. The 
climbing bittersweet is common and abundant throughout the area 
as is also the Virginia creeper or woodbine and the wild grape or 
fox grape, which climbs over fences and trees. The honeysuckle, 
of the honeysuckle family to which the honeysuckle of the garden 
is related, is common in the timber. 
Willows and Hazels. The most common of the willows is the 
prairie willow, a low shrub frequent on gravelly and clay banks. 
There are two pussy willows. Both of these pussy willows bloom 
early in the season. The big pussy willow does not occur in the 
, park although it is not uncommon in low, springy places outside of 
the area. There are several interesting little willows found on the 
shore of the little lake in the park. Outside of the park in both 
Winnebago and Hancock counties there is an abundance of the 
, hoary willow. In peat bogs and swampy lakes the myrtle-leaved 
willow is common, also an occasional shiny-leaved willow. The 
common hazel is abundant everywhere along the roadsides and 
fences in the park and borders of woods. 
Gooseberry, Currant alzd Spiraea or Headow-Hweet. The only 
gooseberry observed in the park is the Missouri gooseberry with 
smooth fruit. I t  is common in low grounds or flats and borders of 
streams. The black currant is more or less common on the border 
of the little lake. "The meadow-sweet, a small, erect shrub with 
white flowers, is not uncommon in marshy ground. There is also 
an  occasional specimen of the dwarf service berry. The black-cap 
raspberry is common throughout the woods. The blackberry with 
straight or recurved prickles and the red raspberry are common 
along the highways. The prairie rose is the common rose of the 
prairie, and is abundant everywhere. 
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Drawn by 0. M. King 
FIG. 6 . T H E  SMOOTH FRUITED FIG. 6A.-PRICKLY GOOSEBERRY 
GOOSEBERRY 
Lead Plant, Prickly Ash, Sumach and Poison Ivy.  The lead plant 
with woolly leaves and violet flowers is common on the clay banks, 
while the false indigo is found on the borders of lakes and streams. 
The prickly ash, a prickly shrub with small, greenish-yellow flowers 
ib common throughout the park. I n  areas bordering on the prairies 
or along the highways near the park and borders of timber there 
is an abundance of poison ivy and the'sumach. 
Wahoo, Bladder Nut, New Jersey Tea. The wahoo or burning 
bush is common throughout the woods as is also the bladder nut, 
which produces whitish or cream-colored flowers followed by an in- 
flated pod. The New Jersey tea, a low &rub, common to the prairies 
of the state, may be found along the roadside and borders of prairies 
and woodland in the park. 
Dogwood, Snowberry and Wild Raisia. Several kinds of dog- 
wood flourish in the pmk. Of thew the silky kinnikinnick with 
purplish branches and the common dogwood abundant on dry hills 
with white flowers and white fruit and reddish pedicels bearing the 
fruit are abundant. There is an occasional alternate-leaved dog- 
wood with white flowers and deep blue fruit. The snowberry, or 
wolfberry is of .common occurrence throughout the park. The flow- 
ers are white tinged with purple and followed by a white berry. 
The wild raisin is a shrub with white flowers in cymes, yellowish 
before maturity and black when ripe. The common elder is abun- 
dant everywhere in low grounds. .The white flowers are abundant 
and the fruit is blackish purple. 
HERBACEOUS PLASTS 
BY Ij. H. P A M ~ L  
There are many interesting herbaceom plants and we have con- 
tinual flowering of these from early spring until frost. Some spe- 
cies of plants are much more common than others, thus in the spring 
the protected hillsides are covered with the hepatica, Dutahman's 
breeches, blue and yellow violets and spring beauty, later followed 
by such types as cranesbill and the waterleaf. 
Brasses. We need only mention in this connection a few of the 
grasses. One of the most interesting in the park is the wild rice, 
which at one time was common in Dead Man's Lake and some of 
the other partly drained lakes in the park. There are also such 
grasses as the little blue stem in open prairie spaces and its cousin, 
the tall blue stem. In the marshes one may h d  the reed canary 
grass and the rice cut-grass and several kinds of manna grasses. 
The sedges which are related to the grasses are abundant and there 
are many speciee of sedge or carex. In shalhow pools and border of 
Dead Man's Lake may be seen the rush commollly called the bulrush 
and several related species. 
Pond Lilies and Docks. They grow in damp situations. The 
pond or Dead Man's Lake contains three interesting water lilies, 
one the white water lily with fragrant white flowers and a thickened 
root stock, the spatterdock with yellow flowers and the patience 
dock i a  common on the margin of the little lake. The red water 
shield has not been observed in recent years. Dr. Macbride re- 
ported it as occurring in the lake. Mention may be made of several 
other plants found in the swampy places : Iris, a native plant com- 
monly called the blue flag ; the water plantain and the arrowhead. 
There are.bther water plants like the fresh wgter eel grass, elodea 
and water crowfoot and pond weeds (Potamogeto.n). The long, 
tubular yellow flowered puccwn, orange-colored puecoon, lousewort 
and wood betony and wild indigo are common in prairie-like open- 
ings w d  on the banks not covered by trees and shrubs. . 
Borne Irtteresting Barly 8prisg Pknts. In addition to the early 
w r k g  plants mentioned as occming in the park attention may be 
cded  to several different kinds of crowfoot. One species with 
yellow flowers creeps along the ground, another with roundish 
legveg and inconspicuous yellowish flowers is common in the timber. 
Mention may also be made of the two kinds of meadow rue, one 
found in the ma~shy places and the other in the timber. Columbines 
axe not uncommon, blue-eyed and yellow-eyed grass are common in 
the prairie-like openings as well as the common American vetch 
and tht 'prairie sweet William with pinkish-purple flowers and the 
common blue phlox of the woods. 
Early 8ummer Plaats. Among the early summer plants are the 
Philadelphia fleabane (Erigeron PhiEadelphdcus), the daisy fleabane 
(E. aanuus m d  E. r m o s w )  and the horseweed, the cup plant oom- 
pass plant, woodland sunflower, the artichoke or meadow stdower, 
several different kinds of marigold or stick-tight, yarrow, sneeze- 
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weed and Indian plantain and thistles, of these especially the wood 
thistle. The prairie thistle is the most interesting. The swamp 
thistle occurring in the peat bogs of Hancock county does not occur 
in the park, although adjacent to it. The gerardia, also in swamps, 
has purple flowers. 
8ome Mid-Summer Plants. Some of the mid-summer plants are 
the purple cone-flower in prairie-like openings and the white and 
purple prairie clover, also the Missouri goldenrod and the Phila- 
-- - - - 
delphia lily. Others are the greater lobelia, common wild pepper- * L-  - 
mint, the prairie lobelia, the horse mint, the everlasting or lady's 
tobacco or pussy's toes, several kinds of milkweed and spiderwort. 
Shinleaf has also been reported by Mrs. McNider. 
Late Bummer and Early Fall Plants. The plants at this time of 
the year belong almost entirely to the sunflower family and of these 
we may mention the flat-top goldenrod (Holidago rigida) and the 
meadow goldenrod (S.  serotina), the large flowered goldenrod (8 .  
speciosa), the fragrant goldenrod (8 .  nemoralis), asters such as the 
white flowered aster (Aster mdtiflorus), blue flowered aster (A. 
laevis), azure blue aster (A .  azureus), woodland aster (A.  sagitti- 
folius), silky aster ( A .  sericew), New England aster (A .  rtovae- 
angliae), violet-colored aster (A.  prermnthoides), large white flow- 
ered aster (A.  umbellatus). 
After Jrw's Oenern Xorth American Phnts 
FIG. 6.-BLUE COHOSH 
PILOT KNOB 
It is quite needless for me to discuss the subject of parks as an 
amet of a great state in the p r m m  of those before me. The giv- 
, ing of yoar t h e  and your money to attend this meeting indicate$ 
- . that yyo are already interested lIld realhe the importance of se- 
emin@: dlpreserving some of the bean& spots of Iowa before they 
rm deqwiled by unthinking men. 
.. You do not belong to that class who see nothing in s tree but 
' eordwood, posts or lumber, and nothing in cl. winding bluff or quiet 
ravine, although vine-clad and tree-covered and shrub-adorned, ex- 
cept a bit of scanty pasture. 
If some peopb had their way there wouldn't be 'a thing left to 
remind us of our inheritance of grwe and copse and wild flower* 
* %hat oxwe nude Iwa e h e  with wika We m d  beauty. You 
rtx@~ the danger that eonfronts us9 the tendency to ~ m & e  every- 
Wqg to god of pmant gahi. 
TBigl atwmiation was w r g m b d  %r the vel-g purpose of discourag- 
ing and ptev~nting so far B"P~ pmsibae the desecration of W ' s  holy 
places, 8pot~ that ought to be preserved in the natural beauty in- 
herited from the g W e r  or horn the weathming processes of by- 
- gene ages, dothsd with rnahhlem draperies of many colors and tints 
before the advent of the white man with his murderous axe. The 
pioneer is rarely a preserver of natural beauty, he destroys. For- 
tunably a few things haw escaped t e  propensity of man to destroy 
works of art and the mtworks of God. 
There are dserent @es of natural beauty. Suoh is the variety 
in nature that there are hardly two things alike. 
A jutt-hg granite drag on the s e m h e ,  washed by the restlehis 
tides And angry waves for a tho-d deaadm, surmounted by a 
long pine that has laughed at the w i d s  for naknown years exhibits 
a mgwd bwuty thaf m b  om want to unhmnem khe camera to 
elateh thL Titan watcher af t h ~  oeem's mods on the spot where he 
stqd guard when the PiQrinrrs landed. 
In the unglwiated area of Urn, near XcGregor, there is another 
type of beau*. Its high peaks overlooking the Father of Waters 
' 
aad portionrer of Wiseonsin, i& wooded nvines, its solemn caves and 
piiictweaque dews and varying expressions of nature's marvelous 
way$. That this is fk) be part of a national park at an early day is 
the prayer and the hope of all of us. 
But I want to call your attention to another spot with mother 
type of beauty, where I have wandered in times past and dreamed 
of r f u b e  park to be owned and controlld by the mereign state 
T love so well. I t  is unlike any other spot in Iowa, and men of wide 
travel have told me that there is no finer view anywhere. 
The men who made the original survey of this region for the 
go~espment and who made plats and field notes for future use, 
oalled the highest peak Pilot Knob. Ib altitude is only about iifteen 
hundred feet, and approximately three hundred feet above the 
e8 
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Photo by Dr. Ada Hwden 
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valley which it overlooks. The Knob is about four miles east of 
Forest City, near the county line road that separates Winnebago 
and Hancock counties. 
I t  is not the highest point in Iowa, perhaps, but it commands a . 
view of the surrounding country that is nowhere surpassed. 
Standing on Pilot Knob one feels that he is on the very top of 
Iowa, and according to geologic lore it ia literally true. This pile 
of clay and gravel and boulders is said to be a part of the eastern 
moraine of the Wisconsin drift. Not that it came from the present 
I state of Wisconsin, but it may be remembered that all this north- 
west country was at one time called Wisconsin territory. 
I Evidently the glacier that leveled the prairies of central northern 
Iowa came from the north. It may have brought material from 
Hudson's Bay. The hills of the Pilot Knob region are supposed to 
have been shoved laterally by the ice sheet and left in the irregular 
form in whioh we now find them. I t  was the last drift that overran 
the country we now call Iowa, and overlapped earlier and different 
glacial deposits. 
From the top of Pilot-Knob a larger area of fertile land may 
be seen than from anywhere else on this earth, I believe. I t  is a 
panorama of wealth-producing land that makes one proud of Iowa. 
No matter which way one turns it is a succession of fertile farms 
that denote'prosperity. The varying shades and colors caused by 
different crops and at different times of the year make the view 
enjoyable at dl seasons. Planted or natural groves about the farm- 
steads, country school houses and country churches all contribute 
to the variety of beauty of the scene. The native growth which one 
overlooks in the foreground is a study in colors. Every kind of 
tree and bush has its individual shade of dress when in leaf. As 
the birdman sees it from the upper air so the color co~oisseur may 
enjoy the sight from this bit of terra fkna. 
The view in every direction is limited only by the short range of 
human vision. With a good glass one may overlook ten railroad 
stations and the valley of Lime Creek to the northwest, west, south 
and southeast. This river is skirted yith native timber not yet 
i .  entirely destroyed. 
Within the park area of Pilot Knob there are other mounds of less 
altitude, among these hills a small lake nestles so like a brooding 
bird in its nest that m y  fail to find it. It has abrupt shores nearly 
the whole distance around, and no outlets unless the water is very 
high. It is bordered by a variety of native trees and shrubs where 
the.shy vireo builds her nest in peace and aquatic fowls frequent its 
waters to feed and to breed in the tall grasses nearby. In its waters 
grow three species of pond lilies, one of which I am told is found 
nowhere else in Iowa (also occurs in Little Wall Lake.-Editor). 
The lake is frequented by botanists in search of rare specimens of 
plants and shells. With slight expense it could be dredged so that 
68h might be planted. Dead Mq's Lake is a gem in nature's 
diadem, placed there when the grinding in the mills of God ceased 
in these parts. 
FIG. 7.-MOON SEED 
After Grny G e n e  North American Plants 
Within the area that ought to be included in a'park are all the 
native trees and shrubs common in this region-walnut, ash, bass- 
wood, wild cherry, bur oak, jack oak, red oak. and others. . I n  
addition to these there is a nice grove of white oaks, found nowhere 
else in all this region so far as I know. 
The rare species of pond lily and the white oak grove, neither of 
which is sacred in the possession of the average farmer, ought to 
appeal to the nature lover and to the Iowa 189er; inducingithem to 
act as guardians of the future. Generations to come are- the heirs 
of the wisdom or unwisdom of our procedure. 
This area of three or four quarter sections would be a good place 
for a game preserve, and with slight improvement in the matter of 
roads, access to the interesting points could be arranged to accommo- 
date tourists and pioknickers. Everyone who visits this region and 
views Pilot Knob goes away feeling that it isn't necessary %o cross 
the continent or ride the ocean waves to see the handiwork of God 
and the triumphs of man from the same spot at the same time. 
Indulge me for a further moment while I tell you in rhyme of 
some of the impreasions made on me during one of my early visits to 
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PILOT KSOB 
Speak, Pilot Knob; tell me thy tale, 
I would know more of thy story, 
When didst thou erst the morning hail 9 
Naked but grand in thy glory. 
Where in the north did God's great plows 
Loosen this pile, earth and boulders? 
Out of what bed didst thou arouse? 
Brought to this spot on whose shoulders? 
"Glacial moraine, " geologists say ; 
"Left by the last ice invasion, 
Youngest addition of pebbles and clay, 
Ground by a slow rock-abrasion. " 
Ages ago me thinks I see 
Rivers of ice on the p r a i r i e  
Mills of the gods-and this is the debris 
Humped like a huge dromedary. 
Iowa's plains were leveled for man, 
Smoothed and made fit for his using, 
When in God's wise, mysterious plan, 
Landmarks were left of His choosing. 
Old without doubt but thou art young, 
Timed by the clock of world-making; 
Absent, unborn when the stars were hung, 
Heard not old Earth's primal ,quaking. 
Centuries come and centuries go, 
Speechless thou standest, beholding 
Changes which only centuries know, 
Changes of race and race-molding. 
Nations are born, empires decay, 
States are redeemed from the s a v a g e  
Such changes are the work of a day 
Measured by thee and time's ravage. 
Thou didst stand guard when the Redman came, 
Saw his rude hut, his chaste wooing; 
Pastur'd the wild swift-footed game, 
Witness'd the hunter pursuing. 
Beacon wert thou to early guides 
Crossing these wild tractless regions ? 
Ah, beacon still, and one that abides, 
Gone are the brave dusky legionpi. 
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Hunters and warriors have pass'd on, 
Pass'd to the weird realms of .shadows, 
Paler-faced tribes came west with the dawn 
Searching for new Eldorados. 
Men digging wealth from the vale and plain 
Viewed from this Knob, bare and ancient 
Likewise shall pass, but thou wilt remain, 
Preaching the truth that we're transient. 
SUNSET FROM PILOT KNOB 
By EUGENE SECOR 
I've never seen a sunset from an ocean steamer. I've never seen 
the great luminary dip into the Pacific from any of the high moun- 
tain peaks of the Rocky or Sierra ranges. 
But one doesn't need to travel two thousand miles or to risk an 
ocean voyage to see the sky in all its evening glory and the earth in 
its fruitfulness at the same time. Iowa is not without its beauty 
spots-spots, too, where the heavens seem to meet the earth in a 
joint effort to magnify our inheritance. 
Such a spot is Pilot G o b ,  four miles east of Forest City. Camp 
with me on its summit any time when the clouds do not curtain the 
sky or an Indian summer haze limit the power of our glass, prefer- 
ably in early harvest. A landscape is before and behind and all 
around us that for extent and beauty combined is hard to match. 
If one is proud of teeming fields and verdant pastures and cool 
leafage of restful groves he may feast his eyes on a succession of 
such landscape views, the extent and variety of which can nowhere 
else be found in Iowa, although she is fair to look upon in every 
part of her matchless domain. 
The fields of golden sheaves where the binder has hummed all 
day reveal the auriferous deposit left by the Wisconsin drift. Other 
shades of ripening grain emphasize the promise of a harvest that 
seldom disappoints. Haystacks in a hundred fields surrounded by 
a lush aftermath add refreshment to the scene. The deep green 
of the tasseling corn on every farm foretells another harvest of the 
staple that has put Iowa on the map of the world. Cattle leisurely 
cropping grass in another hundred fields, and patches of timber in 
all directions-all these present a scene of rural wealth and con- 
tentment in a panorama as the airman sees it, but we are safe on 
solid ground and yet behold it. 
Far in the west the sun is slowly sinking into the prairie. It is 
'. - 
big and round and as yellow as a ripe pumpkin. The blinding light 
S B -  
. .n' - . F' of its noonday splendor has been so softened that we watch it with- 
ii 2 - out blinking. Just above the descending orb an opalescent cloud is 
C '  - ! stretched across the sky, as if to aatch and hold a little longer the 
: . glory of its reflected light. If an artifit should paint such a pic- 
'.. - 
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ture we'd say i t  wasn't natural. But how could an artist overdraw 
such a picture as we now see? With one dash of his master brush 
the greater painter, the sun, has glorified dl the western sky as a 
goodnight message to a tired world just as a mother tells her little 
ones the most beautiful story she knows as she tucks them in for 
their nightly sleep. 
A sunset is both a beatitude and a benediction. Blessed are they 
that go out of sight leaving such a halo of influence that men will 
stop and wonder and take courage. May all who labor and need rest 
go to their peaceful beds for refreshment after a day of useful toil 
with as much surety of rising on the morrow with renewed energy 
as the golden disk before us. 
But turn to the east. Another candle is lit in the sky. The full 
moon like a great silver disk is just above the tree tops in the dis- 
tance. The world is not to be left in darkness tonight. One evening 
in every lunar month the full moon rises as the sun goes down. 
One may see both the silver and the gold at the same time--one to 
twenty-eight in the bimetalism of the heavens. 
On no other night for twenty-eight days may this unique sight be 
enjoyed-the full moon rising and the sun setting at the same time. 
And in no other spot in Iowa may the phenomenon be observed un- 
der such inspiring scenic surroundings. 
REPORT ON PILOT KNOB AND DEAD MAN'S LAKE 
HANCOCK COUNTY* 
This is an official report of the Pilot Knob area in Hancock county 
after an inspection. I n  the report on Idwa parks there are several 
papers as to why Pilot Knob should be made into a state park, one 
by Eugene Secor and one by Winnifred Gilbert. The writer made a 
visit to the region more than a year before the State Board of Con- 
servation was created. At that time o ly the Knob was visited. 
After the creation of the Board several f rips were made in a study 
. of the various aspects of the region. The following report was sub- 
mitted to the Board. For the benefit of those who are not familiar 
with technical terms the common names are used, the technical ap- 
pearing as foot notes. 
This region is one of the most unique in northern Iowa, and is of 
especial interest to the geologists and other scientists. 
The region is rather di£ficult of access. There is a poorly con- 
structed road from the Hancock County side entering the Pilot Knob 
area from a southeasterly direction. Dead Man's Lake lies in a 
southwesterly direction from the Knob and the Knob may be reached 
by this route from Forest City, entering the narrow valley through 
the Taylor farm. The road skirts theahill, passing through a wooded 
'Before an area is purchased for park purposes an investigation is made. This 
is an illustration of the kind required by the State Board of Conservation. 
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tract and a small old glacial lake, now mostly a marsh. Dead Man's 
Lake is nestled among the wooded slopes surrounded by gently slop- 
ing hills covered with trees. An old road skirts the northerly shore 
of the lake which passes through the Taylor farm in a northeasterly 
direction. Evidently the pioneers of Forest City built the road so 
that the Knob might be reached for recreational purposes. It is hard 
to estimate how many persons in the past have used this area for rec- 
reation. It was used from earliest times of the settlement of the 
country, some B t y  years ago. The average attendance in recent 
years has been about 1,500 persons per year. This year on Sunday, 
religious services were held on Pilot Knob. There are now nearly 
600 persons weekly at the park during the summer. With good roads 
this number would be raised to between six and seven thousand per- 
sons per year. The Knob is now owned by Mr. Plummer, a banker 
of Forest City, who with Mr. Chance and Mr. Taylor own the land 
about Dead Man's Lake. They have permitted the free use of the 
area for recreation. If these generous citizens close the area from the 
- public, the citizens will be deprived from the use of one of the most 
unique recreational areas in Iowa. Mr. Taylor has taken much in- 
terest in the use of the area. He has placed camp tables on the 
shore of the lake, cleared out the underbrush near the camping 
places, built a passable road, at his own expense, from his home to 
the lake. He has also kept a record of the visitors to the lake. I n  
looking over this list it is interesting to note that the visitors come 
from many different points of Iowa and adjoining states. I note that 
there were visitors from the following places on the Fourth of July: 
Goodell, Garner, Leland, Swea City, Forest. City, Lake Mills, Mason 
City, Britt, one person from Whitewater, Wisconsin, and eight from 
Minneapolis. On July 3rd there were 65 persons who visited the 
area, coming in groups for picnic, 17 from Leland and 18 from 
Forest City. 
Let us turn to the geology of the region. The Knob, or Mound, 
and Dead Man's Lake, as well as the many other small marshes and 
lakes are of glacial origin. The Knob is what is known as the Alta- 
mont moraine, formed during the Wisconsin ice age. 
The mound as viewed from the plains to the south appears like a 
low range of mountain foothills, one hill after another rising until . 
the climax, Pilot Knob, is reached. Dr. T. H. MacBride has well 
described the mound as follows : 
"But if the marshes are thus sometimes lakes, the knobs are occa- 
sionally no less like mountains. They everywhere surprise us by 
their abruptness and steepness and in Ellington township of Han- 
cock County, are found two or more which so far transcend all others 
that they have long been famous. The highest of the group is Pilot 
Knob which as the barometer reads is nearly 300 feet above the 
waters of Lime Creek at its base, 1,450 feet above sea level. This is 
not only the finest morainic mound thus far described in Iowa, but 
is one of the finest in the whole country. Ocheydan mound is only 
half so high. The famous Lapham Mound, Wisconsin, though more 
than 800 feet above the level of Lake Michigan is not so high above 
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the basal plain as is our Pilot Knob. The visitor approaches Pilot 
4 Knob more easily from Forest City. The mound is visible from the 
streets of the town as indeed from the prairies almost everywhere 
for miles in any direction, looming up dark and blue along the hor- 
izon. The highways climb at  first by easy accent, but at length 
ascend rather abruptly to the western extension of the hill whence 
the Knob still looms above us nearly a mile further to the east. Be- 
tween lie mountain meadows as typically such as if the mountains 
really rose around us ; sedgy bogs girt around by the white ranks of 
the aspen, walled in by impassable ridges. A tiny lake lies to the 
south 200 feet above Lime Creek, fed by springs, cold and clear, in 
summer decked by water lilies and all forms of northern aquatic 
vegetation, but the Knob is nearly a hundred feet above us still. 
Forests of oak and ash, linden and hickory spread all around di- 
minishing aa we ascend, until we reach the wind swept summit, per- 
fectly bare; a miniature mountain in every particular. The view 
from the summit is certainly the finest of its kind. The Knob is so 
isolated and so steep on every side that the prospect in every direc- 
tion is limited only by the powers of distinct vision. On the plain 
below us covered, as we know, with hillocks and knobs, all inequal- 
ities vanish. The scene entire seems level where houses, groves and 
towns appear in varied colors to the far horizon's rim. Here is the 
natural park for the people of Forest City. " 
The predominating trees are oaks. Of these I observed the bur,' 
northern pin oak: red,3 and white.' The white oak is, however, 
rare. I t  occurs at the east of Pilot Knob, on the shores of the little 
marsh on the Plummer tract, and this is the only place, I believe, in 
the region. On this same shore there is a black walnut grove, though 
this is not uncommon on Lime Creek near Forest City. There are 
some butternuts6 and a few bitternut hickorie~.~ The hard maple was 
not observed on the Mound though this species occurs near Forest 
City. Black cherrys and choke cherry,O basswood,1° American elm,'l 
slippery elm,la black and green ash,13 bkberry,14 soft maple15 on 
Lime Creek, box elder,lB quaking asgen,17 cottonwood,18 service 
berry,ln wild plum,20 wild grab,21 red haw,12 ironwo~d?~, a few red 
cedarz4 in woods, probably naturalized, hard maple*6 in Forest 
township ; sandbar, almond-leaved, black, beaked and pussy wil- 
l o w ~ ; ~ ~  the black and almond-leaved willow also occur on Lime 
Creek. Of the shrubs I noted the following: Buttonbush*' (Dead 
1. Quercus mmrocarpa. 2. Quercus ellipsoiddis. 3. Quercu8,rubra. 4. Quercus 
albca 5. Juglans ctnerea. 6. Carya cordijormis. 7. Acer nagrum. 8 .  Prunzls 
serotiua. 9 .  Prunus vdrginiana. 10. Tilia a?nericana. 11. Ulrnus americana 12. 
Ulmus fzUva. 13. Fraxinus nigra, F. lanceolata. 14. Celt48 occidmtalis. 15. 
Acer saccharinum. 16. Acer negundo. 17. Pop'UIw trernzlloides. 18. Populus 
deitoides. 19. Amelamahier canadensis. 20. Prunus amemcana. 21. Pryrua 
towensis. 22. Crataegzts mollis. 23. Ostrya virginiagza. 24. Juniperus virginiana. 
25. Acer saccharum. 26. Salix f luviatie,  8 .  amygdaloides, S. nigra. S. roatrata. 8 .  
discolor. 27. Cephdanthus occidentdas. 28. Sal4x.petiolaris. 2 9 .  Sdix  candida. 
30. Sa lk  humW4s. 31. Rhus glabra. 32. R h p  toxwodendron. 33. Vttis vulp4na. 
34. Roaw pratincola. 35. Amorpha jructicosa. 36. Corylus americana 37. Celae- 
trus scandens. 38. Dvmymus atropurpureus. 39. Ceaqtothw americanw. 40. 
ColhMGs serlcea. 41. Vibuntwrn lentago, V .  dentaturn. 42. Symphoricar@os occr- 
dentaljs. 43. Spiraea sdicifolia. 
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Man's Lake), marsh and in some places in the ponds 
woolly-leaved willow.2g I n  the little prairie openings the prairie 
poison ivyJS2 wild grape,a3 rose:' lead plant:' 
hazelnut,ge b i t t e r s ~ e e t , ~ ~  waho0,3~ New Jersey tea,Bg dogwood,'O 
black haws," w ~ l f b e r r y , ~ ~  meadow sweet43 not uncommon in bogs. 
I n  the bog of Dead Man's Lake I may note bog sedgesJ1 and Carex 
~ p p . ~  and rush,3 five-fbger4, also buckbean,' white water lily: yellow 
water lily,7 and the shield water lily.8 Though the red shield water 
lily is reported I did not see it, but it undoubtedly occurs as it is re- 
ported by Dr. MacBride. It may have been too early for its appear- 
ance or it may disappear for a season and then come again. It is a 
somewhat rare plant in North America. There were also several 
species of Potamogeton, an abundance of manna grass: pond weed,'O 
purple loosestrife," yellow lo~sestrife,'~ lobelia,la smartweed,14 and 
Joe-pye weed.16 
I n  the woodland and border of woods the writer observed wood 
thistle,1° bladder campion,17 virgin's bower,ls blue and yellow 
violets,'" mandrake,20 hepatica,?' b l o o d r ~ o t , ~ ~  ranesb i l l ,~~  water- 
leaf,24 nodding fescue,25 wood l e e r ~ i a , ~ ~  brome grass,27 terrell grass12" 
wild rye grass,29 bottle grass,30 blue grass,31 timothy,32 wood 
a g r o s t i ~ , ~ ~  hair grass,84 dropseed grass,a6 culver's root,s0 pleurisy 
root,81 whorled milkweedls8 swamp milkweed3" in swamps, 10belia,~O 
prairie clovers,41 cow vetch,42 vervain^,'^ yellow loosestrife," tril- 
l i u ~ n , ~ ~  lespedeza," Illinois tick trefoil,'$ trefoil:" san- 
i~le,~O avenslS1 a g r i m ~ n y , ~ ~  b u t t e r ~ u p s , ~ ~  ~impinella:~ golden Alex- 
ander,66 Simpson honey plant,60 catnip,67 l ~ p h a n t h u s , ~ ~  sk llcaps,'~ 
the latter in marshes as are the mints.00 
It seems to me we should take over this region, Dead Man's Lake 
and Pilot Knob, as soon as possible for park purposes because of the 
scientific and recreational value. No doubt a study will show that 
it has a great many historical associations. There are some Indian 
mounds in the region. It is one of the most unique areas in northern 
Iowa. 
1. Dulichiwm spathaceum. 2. 8cirpz~s atrovirens and Xcirpus sp. 3. Sc1rpzls 
laczlstris. 4. Comarum palzlstris. 6. Men anthes h i  oliata. 6. Castalla tuberosa. 
I .  Nymphaea advena. 8. Brasenia schreferi. 9. Qhceria nervata and Q. amer- 
Icana. 10. Potamogeton amplifol.izLs. 11. Lythrum alatum. 12. Lysimachia. 13. 
Lobelks s phil6tica. 14. Polygonutlz aquaticusn. 15. Ezlpator4um purpureum. 16. 
C4rsrsium $iscolor. 17. ldlene stellata. 18. CEematis virginiana. 19. Viola cwul- 
lata and V.  pubescens. 20. Podophyllui~z peltatma. 21. Hepatica acutiloba. 22. 
Sangutnaria oanadensis. 23. Germium nzaculatum. 24. Hydrophyllum virg6ni- 
cum. 26. Restwa ntbtans. 26. Leersia virginica. 27. B r m u s  purgams and B. 
ciliatzls. 28. Blymus uWgin4czls. 29. Elymus striatzls and E. canadmsfs. 30. 
AspreZZa hyatrkv. 3 1  Poa ratensb. 32. Phleum pratense. 33. Agrostb peren- 
I mans. 34. Agrcstis himzag. 35. Muhlenbergb glomerata. 36. Verowica vir- 
ginica. 37. Asclepias tuberosa. 38. Asclepias verticillata. 39. Asclepias incar- 
nata. 40. LobelCcc spicata. 41. Petalostemum candidurn. 42. Astragalm can* 
densb. 43. Verbena stricta, V .  hmtata V .  braoteosa V .  wrticaefolia. 
44. XteConemo ciliata. 45. Trillium grandihorum. 46. ~ q u k e t u m  arvense B. 
robusta. 47. Lespedeza capitata. 48. Desmodim iZlino6ense. 49. ~eamocthcm 
canadense. 60. danlcula marylandica. 51. Qeum canadense. 62. Agrtmonla 
gryposepola 53. Ranunculzls abortivus and R. septe~ttriotzalb. 64. Pimptnella 
integerrima 56. Zkla aurea. 66. Scrophulartu nodosa. 67. Nepeta cataIia. 
68. Lophamthus scrophulariaefolizls. 59. Scutellaria parvula and 8 .  gol~r(czllata. 
60. Mentha canadensb and Lycopus sinuatus. 
A few words should be said concerning the birds and animals of 
the park. There are perhaps two hundred species of birds in the 
park. Of these the common are the meadow lark, brown thrasher, 
robin, blue jay, blue bird, purple martin, woodpeckers, whippoor- 
will, chimney swift, barn swallow, and the peewee, catbird, mourn- 
ing dove, blackbird, humming bird, vireo, Canada goose (in migra- 
tions), teal, mallard, wood duck, crow, hawk, owl, tree sparrow and 
quail; turkey and prairie chicken at one time common. 
Early pioneers record the presence of bear, elk, deer, and the 
timber wolf. I n  this region also may be found the coyote, red fox, 
raccoon, ground hog, prairie squirrel, mole, muskrat, chipmunk, fly- 
ing squirrel, grey and fox squirrel, brown bat, weasel, field mice and 
cottontail; pickerel frog, bull frog, American toad, plains garter 
snake, prairie bull, common garter snake, blue racer, water snake, 
rattlesnakes probably no longer occur. Snapping turtle, common 
soft shelled turtle and wood turtle. 
A number of persons in Hancock and Winnebago counties have . 
been interested in the collection of meteorites and Indian relics. In 
this connection the collection of Mr. J. A. Treganza is worthy of 
mention. He has a part of the great meteor that fell on May 2, 
1890, about twelve miles northwest of Forest City, near the town 
of Thompson.l :.Another part of this same meteor is now on exhibi- 
tion in the New:York museum. The meteor was no doubt in a single * 
body, but on striking our atmosphere, exploded and broke into many 
pieces. Mr. Treganza said that more than three thousand pieces 
were found scattered along a distance of three miles. Mr. Treganza 
has a number of pieces of this meteor and, in addition, one that fell 
at Estherville in 1880 and the one that fell at Mott-Richardson, 
North Dakota, June 30,1918. 
Mr. Treganza has a fine collection oflIndian relics of about 900 
specimens. Mr. Treganza, in 1924, made an archeological survey of 
Hancock county for the State Historical Society in which he located 
six Indian camp sites. One of these is on the farm of Mr. H. L. Tay- 
lor, a short distance southeast of his rqjidence and near the Park. 
Mr. L. G. Roberts of Britt, Iowa, is also a collector of Indian relics. 
He has about 400 specimens and all of these were found in Hancock 
county. Other collectors are H. Wood, Garner, Iowa, Jelle Tjaden, 
Woden, Iowa, and H. L. Taylor, custodian of the Park. * Mr. W. W. 
Boutilier, Forest City, Iowal, is also a collector of Indian relics in 
Winnebago county. 
Mr. Chester R. Reed, of the American Museum of Natural History, has giren 
, me the following account : - ,  
"The Forest City meteorite fell near the &w town of Thompson, eleven miles 
northeast of Forest City Winnebago.cduntf Et 6:15 p.m May 2 1890. More 
than a thousand fragmehts were scattered &ef an area 'br one kile wide and 
nearly two miles long. 
"A seventy-five-pound stone, the largest of this meteoric shower, is in the col- 
lection of the American Museum of Natural History. In addltlon there are forty- 
fivo other fragments from the same fall, qanging in weight from an ounce or 
less to ten pounds. 
"The meteorite is a typical chondrite, belonging to the brecciated spherical 
chondrite group of Brezina. The stone is porous, and when it is placed in water 
to ascertain its speciflc ayity, there is considerable ebullition of air. The crust 
is rather thin, dead blacrin color, and quite scoriaceous. When broken it reveals 
a light gray stone interspersed with innumerable dark particles of iron, and 
globules of troilite (FeS). The specific gravity is 8.638. 
- 
"In its Dassaae the meteor was seen throughout all Iowa. and observers r e ~ o r t  
it from I(iansaaT Dakota and Minnesota. - 
"The sudden'light, the hissing passage, and terrific explosion terrified many 
people in northern Iowa, especially in Winnebago county and immediate vicinity. 
Observers likened the noise of the explosion to heavy cannonading accompanied by a "rushina sound" or unearthly hissing. A tremor as  of a slight earthquake 
was also noticed. This vivid d i s ~ l a ~  occufred in the face of a bright s ~ r i n a  sun. 
and an almost cloudless skv. me-dazzling head. likened to t h e  modn i f  size. 
%-utteredu and threw off a'long train of sgrks.  a e  heavy line of black smoke 
leg in its wake marked its course for a full ten or flftaen minutes. Its course to 
the eye was from southwest to northeast, and its inclination to the earth was 
about fifty-flve degrees. 
"The meteorite was not hot when it struck the earth. One piece fell on a straw- 
ntack and did not flre the straw. The seventy-flve-mund stone fell on old turf. and - - - - - - -- - - - . - - . . 
after the stone was taken-out portions of {he drJi %ass carried down by it  ad- 
hered to the surface unburned. The only picture pu lished as  far a s  known, ap- 
Deared in Guide ~ e a f l e t  No. 26. "The Meteorites in the Faye; of the American Mu- 
ieum of Natural History." 
.I;;, - '1 - 
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FIG. 15.-FRINGED GENTIAN 
CLINTON MERiRICK STATE PARK 
CUSTODIAN R. W. PREWITT 
By L. H. PAMMEL 
This state park, located on one of the main thoroughfares enter- 
ing Forest City, is in  Hancock county. It has a custodian's lodge, 
the gift of Mr. Merrick. The park is taken care of by Forest City. 
It is located on a slight eminence, of morainic material, and has a 
little ravine. 
The trees are those common to this vicinity. The following are 
the most important trees and shrubs : Basswood, white or American 
elm, sugar or hard maple, red and black oak, bitternut hickory, 
smooth-fruited gooseberry, hazelnut, smooth sumach, prickly ash; 
many fine herbaceous plants like Dutchman's-breeches, bloodroot, 
May apple, blue cohosh, hepatica, anemone, etc., and many fine 
autumn flowers. There are fine prairie plants along the highway 
and along the right of way of the several railroads entering the city. 
The following is from the address delivered by the president of 
the board at the dedication of the park September 11, 1924. This 
gives a brief history of the park :* 
We are gathered here today for the purpose of dedicating this beautiful park- 
let a t  the edge of Forest City in  Hancock county. The Rev. L. R. Hall in the 
invocation delivered a few moments ago spoke feelingly of the flowers and trees, 
and their use to man. Let us always remember that this little park in the heart 
of a fine agricultural community and a fine type of citizenship will have its place 
in the uplifting of the community. The citizens are to be congratulated on their 
achievement in the building of a greater Iowa because of their interest in parks. 
They are to be congratulated because they were instrumental in receiving this 
little rural park. A park of this type is  an asset for every community. Let us 
always remember the spirit of the donor, Mr. Clinton Merrick, who wished to 
better the farm life and the community through contact with the great out-of- 
doors. He wanted a m a 1  setting for the community. Mr. Merrick told me that 
this park should be forever dedicated to the free use of the public, where public 
questions of the day might be discussed with the utmost freedom and candor, 
also where wholesome recreation might be induwd in. This home of Mr. Mer- 
rick, where he lived during the declining years of his life, surrounded by these 
beautiful oaks, walnuts, basswoods and elms, meant much to him. The flowers in  
the woods and the blooming shrubs gave him so much pleasure that he wished 
others might enjoy the same. Therefore this public park is his legacy to this 
community and commonwealth. Let us  bestow our praise on him for his gener- 
ous gift to the state of Iowa. 
Let me give you in brief the history of the creation of this park. Some time 
before 1922 Mr. Merriok conferred with the citizens of Forest City in regard to 
this park proposition. I f  I recall correctly, the individuals with whom he con- 
ferred were Mr. W. R. Prewitt, Mrs. Ethel Thompson of Forest City. A little 
later he wrote me a letter asking for a conference with him on the needed im- 
provements. Then he said, "I have asked Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. C. H. Mc- 
Nider to work out the details of the gift to the state." On June 16, 1922, Mrs. 
C. H. McNider presented the offer to the State Board of Conservation. This 
offer was promptly accepted by the board and further details were worked out 
by Mrs. McNider, Mrs. Thompson and Mr. p w i t t .  It was finally deeded to the 
state on August 24, 1922. 
* Iowa State Parks Bulletin, v. 2 ; P. 8-4; No. 5. 
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It may be of interest to give a brief account of the life of Mr. Clinton Yer- 
rick. I am indebted to Mr. Prewitt for these facts. Mr. Merrick was born a t  a 
time when the subject of slavery was uppermost in the minds of the American 
people. During his youth the feeling on slavery was intense and he therefore 
became imbued with the spirit of freedom, and the right for the government to 
liberate the slaves w d  to keep the United States of America under one flag. He 
felt it his duty, when old enough, to enlist as a soldier for the cause of freedom. 
He became a good, loyal soldier. He enlisted in the Seventeenth Illinois Cavalry 
as  a drummer; came to Iowa from Chicago in 1880, purchased an 80-acre farm 
north of Forest City and lived on it until 1912, when he sold the place and moved 
to Forest Oity. He purchased the small tract of ground which is now the park 
and in 1914 built the little cottage. I n  November, 1922, he moved to the 801- 
diers' Home a t  Sawtalle, California. He was born in Kendall county, Illinois, 
in  1846, and died a t  Sawtelle, California, December 9,1923. He was never mar- 
ried. He was always generous. On the completion of the cottage, October 2, 
1924, he had a barbecue. Everyone was invited to be his guest. He donated 
freely to the poor. On Christmas every widow in town received rt chicken. On 
another occasion he bought the remnant of a stock of clothing and gave it  to the 
poor of the town. He frequently loaned money to the poor. Much of it was 
never given badc to him. He was a frequent contributor to the press. To me he 
sent several articles dealing with the problem of conserving the water supply. 
He advocated the impounding of streams for this purpose. His views on topics 
of the times were always progressive-sometimes ultraprogressive. 
May this little parklet serve a fine purpose in  this community and the state. 
These woods are certain to make happy many a n  individual. Blessed is the man 
who thinks of making others feel the inspiration of the grea! out-of-doors. 
FIG-. 8.-INDIAN HEMP 
U. 8. Dept. of Asrl. 
LAKES O F  HANCOCK AND WINNEBAGO COUNTIES. 
By an act of the legislature all of the meandered lakes in the state 
of Iowa are under the jurisdiction of the State Board of Conserva- 
tion. The following meandered lakes occur in Hancock and Winne- 
bag0 counties: Crystal, Eagle, East and West Twin Lakes in Han- 
cock county; Duck and Rice Lakes in Winnebago county. Rice Lake 
is partly in Winnebago and partly in Worth counties. The State 
Board of Conservation has purchased and received by gift land in 
Winnebago county, on the shores of this lake and on the shores of 
Eagle Lake in Hancock county. Sooner or later i t  hopes to purchase 
land on the shores of some other lakes in these two counties. All the 
lakes mentioned here are valuable for fishing and hunting. Rice 
Lake has long been a sanctuary of wild life and when once restored 
this lake will be one of the most interesting of northern Iowa. 
The following schedule gives a list of the meandered lakes occur- 
ring in these two counties, together with their location : 
Lake I Sections 1 Twp. N. I Range W. 1 County 
-- 
Crystal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  99-10-15-16 25 Hancock 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Eagle. 1 18-19-30 1 I 24 & 25 1 Hancock 
East Twin Lake. . . . . . . .  19-20-29-30 24-25 Hancock 
West Twin Lake.. . . . . . .  19-24-25-30 24-25 Hancock 
Duck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Rice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Winebago 
EAGLE LAKE PARK-HISTORICAL. 
m. - EAGLE LAKE STATE PARK IN HANCOCK COUNTY. 
. CUSTODIAN L. C). RoB~WFS I T -. 
I '. - 8 .  
I 'By L. H. PAMMEL 
t ,. 7.' - 
, . 
Eagle Lake lies just north of the county road between Garner, the 
LJ 
.- ' , county seat, and Britt. On the east, north and west, township roads :. , 
- - make it easy to reach from every direction. Crystal Lake lies about 
. c 
- .  
nine miles to the northwest, Clear Lake about fourteen miles to the 
, . 
. r,, 
. east. The following statement occurs in the report on lakes : 
.- . 
"The western bank of the lake is rather high and covered with 
_ I  native timber. The eastern bank is, in general, less abrupt, and a 
-#; . . '- large part is under cultivation, or used for grazing. The bottom of 
. . 
. , , : the lake is largely peat, the product of decaying vegetable growth. 
" , ' Underlying the peat the borings show blue clay and gravel. 
1- A 
.. 
- .  
"The water is shallow, four feet being the greatest depth found. 
" v 
. . 
. - ' I t  is so badly grown up with rushes that even a light duck boat is 
, - 
. -. 
handled with difficulty. This growth of rushes, however, must be 
- , of comparatively recegt date, for young men living in the vicinity 
m A  . tell of sailing and of running ice boata on the lake. With the escep- 
'!. , . tion of a few bullheads, no .fish are caught. 
f 
:. 2 , , .  "The area of the lake at the time of the survey was 837 acres. The 
. s 
area within the meandered line is 906 acres. The area of the water- 
?--. 
shed is 6,866 acres." 
HI,STORY OF EAGLE LAKE STATE PARK. 
The first mention of this park was a t  a meeting on March 19, 1920, along with 
other lakes. The chairman of the board stated that a meander survey of the 
Highway Commission gives 69 acres as  property of the state. At  a meeting of 
the board a t  Cedar Bapids May 21, 1920, it was stated that there were 69 acres 
within the meandered line and that the State Board should acquire some 80 
acrea additional, the citizens to assist. At a meeting of the board, December 3, 
1920, the Executive Council was asked to acquire certain lakes and Eagle Lake 
, 
'was among those listed. 
At  a meeting on March 9,1923, the chairman of the board reported the desir- 
ability of an exchange of land on Wood Lake for property on Eagle Lake. Mrs. 
McNider moved that a technical land description of the state property be made 
and that the board ask the 40th General Assembly to give their authority to a- 
change. It was aleo extended to o&er state land exchange. On April 13, 1923, 
Mr. Harlan entered the following minutes: 
l' The matter of Eagle Lake with the petition of J. P. Spaller and others and 
the communication between R. R. Itoberts and Dr. Pamine1 being before the 
board, the secretary was instructed to communicate with the parties interested 
the information that necessary legislation is in  course to carry forward the pur- 
pose a t  which the partiea aim. ' ' 
. Mr. E. P. Healy, representing the community of Britt, appeared before the 
board a t  its meeting in Des Moines on July 16,1923, stating that the community 
of Britt would raise approximately $3,000 for the purchase of some grounds and 
buildings. The board a t  this meeting approved the purchase of the Anton Rem- 
bek land and Mr. W. E. (f. Saunders was asked to represent the board in closing 
the contract. Mr. H. I?. Kenney made a report on this park August 8, 1924, 
which was approved. The inspection trip to Eagle Lake Park scheduled for 
Beptember 11, 1924, was not made because of rain. 
By L. G. ROBERTS. 
Eagle Lake Park, located in Britt township, Hancock county, four and one- 
half miles northeast of Britt, while not a large park nor associated with any 
outstanding historic event in the development of the state, is a pretty and invit- 
ing place. Lying on the west banks of Eagle Lake, the land rolling and covered 
with a growth of oak trees of different varieties, many walnut, thornapple, black 
cherry, linden, elm, hickory and several varieties of shrubs; a beautiful grove of 
wild erabapples, a large amount of snowberry, and various kinds of vines, in- 
cluding Virginia creeper, green brier, bittersweet and wild grape, is the nucleus 
. - 
of one of our beautiful state parks. 
A short history of the establishment of the park and events leading up to that . - 
end, may point out a way for interested communities to secure a park and to 
assist the state in its effort toward conserving beauty spots in Iowa. The writer 
of this article, L. G. Roberts, has been in close touch with all that has transpired 
on and near Eagle Lake since August, 1900, when he first landed in Britt and 
took up his duties as foreman in the Weekly News office. At  that time the land 
around Eagle Lake was practically wild, north of the lake for ten miles was a 
swamp, partly covered with water, many large ponds, wild grass, wild rice, cane 
brakes and reeds and rushes. Ducks nested there in thousands. And many 
water birds resided there or visited there in their yearly migrations. His first 
visit to the lake was a week after his arrival in Britt. And a few weeks after 
he had a boat built and had secured a share in a shack, the only building on the 
lake. 
The lssd where the park is  now located was owned by Wm. Ward. I n  the 
Ward family were four boys, all devoted to hunting and fishing, and James (who 
gave his life in the late Xorld War) was a real nature student. He knew the 
habits of every wild fowl that visited this locality. Naturally an artist, his 
canvases of wild life grace many a home in Britt. And he was a constant com- 
panion of the late Dr. Bailey, of Coe College, who spent his summer vacations at 
the Ward home and studied and collected birds, their nests and the surroundings 
connected therewith, for the museum at  Coe College. He was also preparing a 
book on the birds of Iowa, which has been completed and published since his 
death. The Wards allowed anyone who wished to picnic on their land, and Mrs. 
Ward mothered many a young nimrod who was so unfortunate as to be upset in  
the lake or break through the ' 'mushroom " ice in the early spring when hunting 
geese and ducks. But as population increased and many more people visited the 
lake, it became necessary to keep the gate, leading through the fence to the lake, 
locked in order to keep people from leaving it open and allowing stock to get 
out. This of course caused bad feelings, as such things always do. But as now, 
the few who would not be gentlemanly enougbto use the place as they should, 
worked a hardship on others. But all this time the shack of the writer was left 
where .first erected and he was a t  liberty to go in on the land a t  any time. Other 
shacks were built later, and to get to them (they being on state land) i t  was 
necessary to trespass on privately owned land 
Drainage projects were the "thing" now, and most of the vast marshes of 
the county were drained. Projects were up several times to drain Eagle Lake. 
The wooden dam erected by local people a t  the outlet of the lake, was blown out 
on two occasions. Matters came to court finally, and Attorney John Hammill, 
now Governor Hammill, handled the case which finally ended by a permanent 
injunction being secured from the state officials a t  Des Moines, restraining any- 
one from tampering with the dike or dam. A few hundred dollars was then raised 
and a dike and cement dam and spillway built. But it  was inadequate and in a 
few years of no benefit. But flually the state took hold of matters and a large 
cement dam and spillway was erected and a mile and a half of dike graded. And 
then the question of a park began to germinate. But, as is always the case, 
most people were plenty willing to talk and suggest, and "let George do it." 
But the idea sprouted and grew. I n  the whter of 1922 many of the fine walnut 
trees on the now park tract, were felled and worked up into stove wood. And 
the main reason for this was that people gathering nuts would break down the 
limbs, sometimes chop off limbs to get the nuts, and otherwise disfigure trees. 
43 
And one of the things that made the writer use profane language one day was 
to go to the lake and h d  a arty gathering chokecherries, their method being 
to climb the t r e a  and saw of?limbs, t h b  below then picking the cherries, No 
wonder rou are warned. t o  "Keep 084 " 
Anton Rezabek now owned the land. Meetings were held in Britt  and much 
enthwiaem arouwd. A committee wcte appointed to toit Mr. Eenabek m d  tiad 
out if an option could be secured on some of tbe land bozdming the lake. He 
met the committee more than half way and allowed them an optiom on about 
forty -era, or any part of i t  wanted. Then the matter of raising money wad h 
order. floliciting committees were sent out. Emugh money was raised so that 
it was M b l e  to  gnrcbam thirteen acre& at' !the oonCaoW p&e of $150 per 
m. Then the idea of a state park was bromght forward. After proper mego- 
tiations and conferring with the &ate logbhture thm in mssion, a t r a h  wrrs 
made with It. S. Itamuson for about nine awes of land adjaining that already 
bought on the south. A trmt compridng Wood U t e  and mttsah lsnd tributary 
thereto m a  traded for this nine acfee. -Then the W e e n  aeres was deeded to 
tbe state. This gave a park of xactieally thirty acres, there being some nine 
aass or laore of mesndered ~ ~ d P  hciltl in title by the stste. The atate 
reimburstad the citi&ene of Htmomk aomnty pdUt $l,@Q, .this to be used in im- 
pro* the psrk. L. Gt. Eoberts-ww made honwary ou1hdf&a and work began. 
Loyal citizens buckled in and tke park apw o l d  up, Then O(ML@W~E were let 
for feneing, e dee well ~ $ 8  driklefi? F B n t  pk*fom buitt mound the well, clos- 
eta erected and o&er needed sonyemimes, mkding .tows, gwbage cans, etc., 
pro%ided. This was all deaw ip  1IM. The ewtolhisa was d d o n s  n% w i n -  all 
the wild dow~bl. p l a t s ,  eb., which formerly i n  the pax& placed there 
again. J. A. Tr-, an ard& na lover and the best posted man in north 
Iowa on gaologg, mberalogy and arc I? aeology, waa p r d  into servic~. He has 
been untiring in his eiTorta te gather a d  plant flowers snd plants. So f a r  blood- 
root, prairie 817, ahshooting star, purple conej closed and blue gentian, hlox and 
lady Cslipper have been gathered an& transplanted. Three lrinde of g r n s  were 
alao starteai 80 f a r  everything put in the park has grown nicely, The cu&adian 
waa not idle. About one hundred plants of Virginia m m e r  have so f a r  heen 
phced along the line fence, and as many more wil l  be in this autumn. All but 
two of these are growing nieely and in a couple more seasons wi l l  make a fine 
green hedge of the fence. Several dead trees are in the park. These were left 
and either Virginia creeper, green brier, bittersweet or trumpet honeysuckle are 
being planted a t  eaah. 811 these vines came from the neighboring land of James 
Rezabek and William Jakoubek, d o  gave permission to take anything wanted 
for the par%. Many more flowers will be placed in the park. We are indeed 
fortunate in haping a man like Mr. Tregaaza in our midst. Muoh o@ the expense 
of gathering ,these plants hss been borne by him, a p d  by. t-he state. 
Ouddea storms aoming ua and cansing a mmry ios autos, ma #sveral parties 
~~ecuring a dowhright waking, started the idea of a shelter bome. James Ross, 
one of the best park booletera, m e  to the front with an idea. The Red Men 
lodge of Brite had disbanded and Cei r  building was sold. Five hmdred dollars 
waa left in ther heasdry. got in touch with gome of the former members of 
the lodge, a meeting was called a d  largely attended. E 8  sugge~tion was to  
d o m b  this $500 tq the park toward a shelter house. The wggestion was most 
favgrably received, a vote %&en, and ahnost unanimouB1y carried. Thus we had 
a &art. The state agreed. to furnish the balance of funds necessary for the 
' building. The state landscape architect, R. F. Kinney, &ew plans for a build- 
ing and forwarded to Britt. Before work could be started winter came, and i t  
was not until the spring of 1925 that the s h c t u r e  wad started. A building 20x40 
feet wgs built, in  one end of which a rest room was made. The building is  of 
rough lumber, corner posts are of logs, and alt~gether it makes a pleasing and 
rustic-appearing shelter house. I t s  cost was in the neighborhood of $900. It . 
sbill requires staining and a few minor improvements to make it really complete. 
The parkhas been well patronized. TI&@ umal troubles of parties wishing to 
drive where they please and do a s  they please in the nark, have been encoun- 
tered. Adrtitloonal fences have been ordered erected to kwp autos from driving 
over hills, destroyinq shrubbery, etc., but laken all in all we have had the co- 
omation of the sublic with but few disgruntled people calling the custodian 
and the state down. 
PLANT LIFE O F  EAGLE LAKE STATE PARK. 
By L. H. PAMMEL 
When the Highway Commission made a study of the lakes and lake beds of 
Iowa, the lakes of Hancoclt county and other lakes were studied in detail from 
the plant life standpoint by L. H. Parnmel, J. L. Seal and L. W. Durrell. These 
authors made the following comments on the plant life of Eagle Lake in the 
Report of the Lakes and Lake Bed Survey of the Highway Commission.' 
"Eagle Lake . . . is about four miles long by two miles wide, and a rathel 
shallow lake. The greatest depth is about four feet. The bottom is peat resting 
on clay. Water plants are plentiful. There is an abundance of bulrush, as in 
other lakes of this charaater, scattered in patches over the entire lake. The 
greater bulrush and the cattail are common on the margins. These plants are 
intermingled with bur reed, patches of arrowhead and some wild rice. Water 
plantain and iris occur on the shore. The stonewort, pondweeds and slender 
Naias were distributed with the other water plants. The little pools on the shore 
were covered with duckweed, the ivy-leaved duckweed and the greater duckweed. 
"Interesting successions and zonal distribution were noted from the shore to 
the open water. On the shore, sedges, plants of the marshes and slough grass 
were found in the mud; water plantain, then bluejoint grass followed by wild 
rice occurred. I n  shallow water, arrowheads, iris and bur reeds grew. I n  deep 
water, the rush, pondweeds followed by duckweeds, water lily and spatterdock 
flourished. 
"A low wooded ridge separates Eagle Lake from Wood Lake. This lake is 
little more than a marsh. Here occurred many of the plants found on the shore 
line of Eagle Lake. One of the most conspicuous plants is the greater bulrush. 
* Iowa Lake Bed Survey Report 1917, page 174. - 
Iowa h k e  Bed ZJnrey Report 1917 
RICE LAKE STATE PARK 
RICE LAKE. 
Rice Lake, one of the larger natural water reservoirs in  the north- 
ern part of Iowa, is about eight miles from the northern bounctary 
of the state and about two miles south of the city of Lake Mills. The 
western half of the lake is in Center township, Winnebago 
county, and the eastern half is in Bristol township, Worth county. 
western half of the 
lake is in Center 
township, Winne- 
bag0 county, and 
the eastern half is 
in Bristol town- 
ship, Worth coun- 
ty. I t  is the source 
of Beaver Creek, 
one of the head 
w a t e r s  of Lime 
Creek. 
Rice Lake is a 
state-owned mean- 
dered lake bed of 
approximately 800 
acres. I ts  area has 
been materially re- 
duced since the at- , 
tempt to drain it in 
1906. The area of 
the original lake 
bed was approxi- 
mately 1,200 acres, 
500 acres of which 
w a s  open water 
with a depth of 
from 2 to 25 feet, 
approximately 80 
acres of the open 
area being from 10 
to 15 feet in depth. 
The original lake 
w a s about three 
FIG. 10.-WILD IRIS miles lone from 
east to west and one and one-fourth miles wide at  the westirn end, 
although irregular in shape. The lake now contains about 60 acres 
of open water averaging from four to twelve feet deep. A large part 
of the former lake is now a miry area. Rice Lake proper contains 
five state-ovhed wooded or grassy islands and parts of others near 
the shore. Thele are also some fine wooded areas on the shore line, 
part of which are within the meander lines of the lake. Of the 55 
acres of state owned wooded land the citizens donated 33. 
HISTORY OF RICE LAKE STATE PARK. 
Several yeara ago (1906) a petition was presented to the Executive Council 
asking that Rice Lake be drained. The petition was granted, but owing to the 
peaty nature of the soil the ditches soon became filled. Mr. St. John, of the iish 
and game department, had long recommended that the lake with its llumerous 
islands and aquatic plants be made a wild life sanctuary. 
At a meeting of the S h t e  Board of Conservation on February 6, 1920, Mr. 
G. B. L. S t p e  of Lake Mills, presented a petition from the citizens of Lake 
Mills, Forest City, Fertile, ScarPille and Belmond asking that Rice Lake be re- 
stored and improved for park purposes. The original petition requested that a 
swampy area of some 120 acres* adjacent to the city of Lake MXls be included 
in this park project. 
On May 14 of the same year, Mr. H. L. Hill, who has been active from the &st, 
appeared before the board. The board, acting on a favorable report made by 
L. H. Pammel and W. E. Albert+*, adopted a resolution reciting the fact that the 
area had been a sanctuary of wild life for a long time and should be preserved. 
The res6lution.requested the Executive Council to take the necessary legislative 
action to restare the b k e  and that some 200 acres of land be purchased. On 
December 313, a resolution was adopted by the board asking the legislature to 
make a direct appropriation to reatore the lake and pay drainage assessments, 
stating that the petitioners would act with the board in the restoration of the 
lake. 
On June 8, 1923, Messrs. H. L. Hill of Lake Mills and 0. 8. Rislow of Forest 
City appeared before the board again urging a park area. The board a t  this 
meeting a d o ~ t e d  a resolution declaring Rice Lake a state park, to be known as  
Rice Lake State Park. Mrs. C. H. McNider and L. H. P m e l  were asked to 
make a study of the lake and receive such expert advice as necessary. This com- 
mittee asked Dr. Harry Q. Oberholser, of the United States Biological Survey, to 
make a report on the lake as a game refuge which report later was submitted. 
On July 16, 1923, a committee consisting of Mrs. C. H. McNider, 0. L. Niles 
and L. H. Pammel were asked to prepare a report on the practicability of build- 
ing a dam. A favorable report was submitted. On October 12, 1923, Mrs. C. H. 
McNider submitted a letter from H. L. Hill from the Rice Lake Outing Club, 
which had purchased a tract of land near the bke, stating that this club would 
donate some lands. The board reiterated its position on the restoration of the 
lake, and requested that the Rice Lake Outing Club furnish the board informa- 
tion concerning the price of the land to be purchased by it. The same matter 
came before the board on December 14th. The board asked the Outing Club to 
furnish concrete facts, descriptions of the property to be donated and the land to 
be purchased by the board. At the meeting on February 8, 1924, Messrs. H. L. 
Hill and 0. S. Rislow presented to the board definite arrangements to give the 
state 22 acres on the shore of the lake. The board then adopted a resolution to 
nurchase 13.27 acres for $1,900. On September 12, 1924, H. L. Hill, J. C. 
Odden, 0. W. Rislow and J. R. King requested that the state purchase some 
additional acreage. This was referred to W. E. Q. Saunders and Mrs. C. H. 
McNider. On December 12,1924, an additional tract was purchased for $3,500. 
Mr. C. H. Digga was asked to cooperate with the Outing Club to prepare plans 
for the park and Outing Olub to fit in with the development plans of the state. 
The board will take m e  of the highways in  the park aa soon as it is possible 
to do so. 
b 
-- 
* Thi. land it was exoectvl wou'd be donated to the state. 
**A supplementary report was made on September 23, 1921. 
Photo by C. M. King 
FIG. 11.-WILD RICE AND ARROWHEAD 
PLANT LIFE OF RICE LAKE PARK. 
Mr. H. L. Hill writes: "Tliere are now about 500 acres of fine timber about 
the shores of Rice Lake. . . . Thousands of large, native, hard maples grace 
the shores and furnish quantities of maple sugar. Thousands of shellbark hick- 
ories and butternuts furnish bountiful nut supply for both squirrels and men. 
. . . Chokecherries, black cherries, pin cherries or bird cherries, black haws, 
red haws, thornapples, wild raspberries, currants and gooseberries, plums, grapes, 
mandrakes or May apples, crabapples, hazelnuts, bitter hickory or pignuts, shell- 
bark hickory nuts, butternuts, black oak and bur or white oak acorns, all these 
wild fruits (and nuts) are indigenous and found growing about this Rice Lake 
area in quantities. And in addition to the trees already mentioned there are 
excellent growths of elm, ash, ironwood, basswood, hackberry, aspen, poplar, 
willow varieties, cottonwood, etc. "* 
PLANT LIFE I N  RICE LAKE PARK. 
Tliere are beautiful wooded islands in Rice Lake, sple~ldicl for park purposes. 
On these islands are such trees as the hard maple, northern pin oak, ironwood, 
quaking aspen, basswood, also a few hickory, slippery elm, American elm, green 
ash, black ash, black cherry, chokecherry, pin cherry. 
On the shores are willows, like sandbar willow, almond-leaved willow, black 
willow and beaked willow. There are also a good many interesting shrubs, like 
the hazelnut, sumach, dogwood and hoary willow in boggy places, also vines like 
the wild grape and Virginia creeper. 
- - 
Advantages of Rice Lake as a Wild Game Sanctuary. B y  H. L. Hill. MSS. 
ANIMALS OF RICE LAKE PARK. 
Writing about "Advantages of Rice Lake as  a Wild Game Sanctuary," Mr. 
H. L. Hill of Lake Mills says: 
"Otter, mink, muskrat, skunk, civetcat, badger, red fox, raccoon and bob- 
cats are native fur-bearing animals, and still to be found, excepting the bob-cats. 
Fox squirrels, gray squirrels, red squirrels, flying squirrels occasionally, chip- 
munks, cottontails, jackrabbits, woodchucks, are native and common. It is r 
noted rabbit and squirrel hunting ground." 
FIG. 12.-SKUNK. 
The following species of water birds have been reported as breeding in an11 
about Rice Eake. 
American Grebe Great Blue Heron 
Pied-billed Grebe Green Heron 
Loon Black'crowned Night IIeron 
Franklin Gull Whooping Crane 
Forster Tern Sandhill Crane 
Hooded Merganser King Rail 
Mallard Virginia Rail 
Blue-winged Teal Carolina Rail 
Pintail Yellow Rail 
Wood Duck American Coot 
Redhead Florida Gallinule 
Canada Goose (Probably only a Wilson Phalarope 
migrant) Woodeock 
Trumpeter Swan Long-billed Ourlew 
American Bittern Killdeer 
Least Bittern 
I n  addition to these, some 70 species of land birds have been recorded as 
breeding about the lake. 
Mr. H. L. Hill writea: "Rice Lake and its environs were a natural retreat 
for more kinds of birds than is usual to so limited an are& . . . The writer 
in company with three other parties made an excursion in 1903 into.Goose 
Island (about two acres) situated in Rice Lake, and we found thirty-two kinds 
of birds' eggs a t  one time. 1 1  
Mr. Hill lists nearly 200 bkdb ihich h a y  been found a t  Rim Lake and does 
not consider the list complete. 
PEAT BOGS OF WORTH AND WINNEBAQO COUNTIES. 
Since there is much peat in and about Rice Lake it will be con- 
venient to discuss peat and peat bog plants. Dr. S. W. Beyer in a 
report on peat makes the following statement : 
Ordinary vegetable matter is composed of cellulose and lignin, both of which, 
under atmospheric conditions tend to break down to much more simple com- 
pounds. Under water only partial breaking down of vegetable material occurs. 
The resultant partially decayed plant debris is known as peat. Physically, peat 
varies from highly fibrous, heterogenous, lacework, of almost unchanged plant 
remains to a fiberless, homogenous structureless muck or mud. Iowa peat ranges 
in color from a light brown to almost jet black in the nonfibrous varieties, the 
latter often showing shades of gray and blue due to the presence of clay and the 
remains of fresh-water shells. 
Animal organisms imbedded in peat are preserved indefinitely. I t  is due to 
this antiseptic property that peat itself is preaewed from decay. 
Peat accumulates very, very slowly through the partial decay of successive 
generations of water plants that grow on the bottoms of shallow basins of water, 
or by the gradual extension of the plant border into deeper waters, and to some 
extent from plants that grow on top of water. 
Professor Davis* describes a bog "as an area of wet, porous land on which 
the soil is made up of decayed and decaying vegetable matter, so closely consoli- 
dated, and containing so much water, that the surface shakes and trembles as 
one walks over it." Practically all Iowa peat deposits belong to the bog type, 
and all of commercial importance are confined to the Wisconsin drift sheet. 
The average Iowa peat has about one-half the heat value of the average Iowa 
coal. The principal use of peat has been and is as a fuel. Peat may be used 
direct as cut peat, machine peat, or briquettes, or may be transformed into coke, 
half coke, producer gas or powder. The gas obtained from peat compares favor- 
ably in  quality and heat value, with that obtained from coal. Peat as  a source 
of producer gas must be of interest to north-central Iowa where other fuel is 
scarce. I n  the production of producer gas, tar and ammonium sulphate, may be 
recovered as  by-products. The peat coke is   fa^ superior to the gas coke on ac- 
count of its freedom from sulphur and other objectionable impurities. 
Since there are many peat bogs in this region a little dicsnssion of 
the flora of these bogs should be presented. The peat bogs may be 
divided into two general types with various subdivisions. Dr. C. A. 
Davis* in a discussion of the peat bogs divides them into nine classes : 
(1) Elm and Black Ash swamps. 
(2) Tamarack swamps, marshes and bogs. 
(3) Cedar (Arbor Vitae) swamps. 
(4) Spruce swam s. 
(5) Willow and I lder  swamps. 
(6) Heath (Blueberry, Cranberry and Cassandra) swamps, marshes or bops. 
(7) Grass and sedge marshes and bogs. 
(8) Rush marshes (Cattail and Bulrush marshes belong here). 
(9) Moss bogs (including Sphagnum bogs). 
A n n u a l  Report, Geological Survey of Michigan. 1906. pp. 108. et 8e9. 
*Peat and Peat Deposits in Iowa. S. W. Beyer, Annual Report; Iowa Gml. Survey, 
VoL XIX, P. 696, et seq. 
* Professor C. A. Davis in Annual Report, Geo!ogical Survey of Michigan. 1906, pp. 
108, et seq. 
After Britta~~ & brurvu 
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FIG. 13A.-SLENDPR PEAT BOG 
SEDGE 
I might say in this connection that classes (2), (3), (4), (6) and (9) are 
absent from the state of Iowa although these types are common in Wisconsin 
and Michigan. 
The types of bogs common in Iowa are t&e following: 
(1) The Quaking Aspen bog. 
f 2) Willow bog. 
(3j  Grass andusedge marshes. 
(4) Rush marshes. 
(5) Moss bogs. 
The moss bog mentioned here differs from the moss bogs of Michigan and 
Minnesota in that sphagnum is absent. It is,clear, however, that all of these 
bogs contain a mixed vegetation of many aquatic or semiaquatic and even dry 
land plants. 
A bog is the outgrowth of a lake. The prominent peat bogs of Iowa, probably 
not since the time that Iowa became settled, were once lakes in which such plants 
as the white water lily, the spatter dock and water weed, like Potamogeton, were 
the common types d plants.. The dead plants ere deposited in  the lake bottom 
making a heavy silt, then in succeeding genera#ons more material was deposited 
until later the lake became practically filled and now has a floating bog. All 
the steps in  the process of making land may be seen in Dead Man's Lake. A 
part of this lake is a floating bog and, for scientific purposes, should always re- 
main a part of the park. On the edges of this pond may be seen such plants as 
iris, tall reed grass and arrowhead. The larger peat bogs of this area show vari- 
ous evolutionary stages of development. In  the younger bogs, poorly drained, 
there are a few shrubby willows and gentians. However, in the older bogs, par- 
tially drained, one map find a few trees like the quaking aspen but the bulk of 
the material consists of a sedge.* 
THE QUAKING ASPEN BOG. 
The bogs of Cerro Gordo, Worth and Hancock counties may be compared with 
some very typical swamps in Wright and Hamilton counties. Both of these 
counties are in the Wisconsin drift area, and the swamps me in a more advanced 
stage than in the north and east. These wamps have materially changed since 
+ * For an account of the peat bogs see papers by L. H. Pammel, Flora of Iowa Peat 
Bogs, and S. W. Beyer on Peat and Peat Deposits, Report of the Iowa Geological Survey. 
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the surrounding country has been brought into cultivation. That these swamps 
were once lakes, receiving the water from the surrounding country, admits of no 
doubt. The old beach line is plainly evident. I n  the larger of these lakes the 
outer beach was covered with trees and shrubs. Of this arboreal vegetation we 
may mention bur oak, slippery elm, American or white elm, red ash and bass- 
wood. There are a few shrubs-haaelnut, smooth sumach, poison ivy and wolf- 
berry. The smaller lakes are not surrounded by timber or shrubs. The outer 
beach line, which consists of a sandy gravel and humus, contains toothed-leaved 
primrose, western false gromwell, hoary vervain, prostrate vervain, hoary puc- 
coon, narrow-leaved puccoon, downy painted-cup, stiff goldenrod and gray or 
field goldenrod. Kentucky blue grass is abundantly naturalized. The second 
beach is thickly covered with the dark-green bulrush, fowl meadow grass, meadow 
rue, slender bog rush, blue vervain and squirrel-tail grass. Formerly the small 
white lady slipper1 was common. The third beach is thickly covered with sedge, 
larger blue flag,' everlasting pea: spike rush,' thoroughwart,' joe-pye weeda 
and swamp milkweed.? The fourth beach is mostly made up of bluejoint grass: 
sedge: lobelia,'" wild chess," and marsh sk~llcap. '~ This beach is followed by 
abundant growth of reed," the great bulrush," common cattail," buckbean" and 
Indian rice." Formerly the center of the m m p  was a lake in which cow lilyl8 
and water Lily" abounded, but owing to drying of the lakes these have in most 
instances disappeared. During the spring and early summer months there is an 
abundance of water in the small depressions, containing diatoms, desmids and 
other fresh-water algae. The willows, especially the glaucous willow, the hoary 
willow and the beaked willow, form an integral part of the flora. The quaking 
aspen occurs in the somewhat higher situations of the bog. 
1. Cyr4pedium candidm. 2. Irlsh versicolor. 3. Lathyrus palustris. 4. Eleo- 
charis palwtr4s. 6. E?~patorium perfoltatum. 6. Eupatortum pur ureum 7. 
Asclepias irncarnata. 8. Calamagrostis canadensis. 9. Cares. 10. ~ o i e l i a  k&lmil. 
11. Bromw kalmit. 12. Xcutellaria galertculata. 13. Pharagm6tes comntunw. 14. 
Xcirpw validw. 15. Typha latiolkx. 16. M w a ? ~ t h e s  trifoliata 17. Zizcunaa 
aquatics. 18. Nymphaea advena. 19. Castalia tuberosa. 
THE WILLOW BOG. 
Throughout the Wisconsin and Iowan drift area, willow bogs are frequent but 
they form only a small part of the peat bog flora. In  the Iowan drift or in the 
driftless area in northeastern Iowa in Clayton, Allamakee and Winneshiek 
counties, the most important species are the beaked willow1 and the glaucous 
willowz which are usually found along small runs or ditches which have been cut 
through these marshes or along roadsides. The myrtle willod and the hoary 
willow,' when occurring, are widely scattered over the bogs and are therefore a 
much more integral part of the bog flora than are the other species. 
1. Xalb rostrata. 2. 5 .  discotor. 3. X .  pedioillarls. 4. 8. oandfda. 
MARSH AND SEDGE BOGS. 
The peat bogs near Fertile contain many of the same plants found in the bogs 
east of Haulantown. The most conspicuous is the alender sedge1 which is a pre- 
vailing and predominating species. Much of the peat is derived from this plant. 
Associated with this sedge mat there is an abundance of water marigold,' marsh 
marigold: Carolina grass of parnassus,' swamp thistle,' Kalm 's lobelia,O swamp 
lousewort,' fowl meadow grass: spike rush: closed fringed gentian? 
boneset,", purple boneset,- swamp saxifrage? white bellflower,'P mall bed- 
straw,'@ poison hemlock," water parsnip,* wild timothy,* greater dock,w pur lish 
meadow rue? do l ioh i~m,~  false dragonhead,," marsh s k u l l ~ a p , ~  mad-dog siull- 
cap," ladiesy-tresses,* Biddell's goldenrod? rush aster,= wild chess,= fringed 
brome gtass,l b u ~ k b e a n , ~  cottongrass,= St. John's wort,= beech fern,84 fragrant 
or chi^," bluejoint grass,ae bog reed grass." Many other plants occur and no 
doubt partake in  the form of peat. Of recent introductions mention may be 
made of smaller ragweed, emartweed, sunflower, blue grass, red top, bootjack, 
aster, late goldenrod. 
1. cares ~l4formb.  2. Bidens h3chosperma. 3. Caltha palustrb. 4. Pambasskx 
carolhiana. 6. CirsCnb muticum. 6. Lobelia kalnaU. 7. PedtowZaris lanceolata. 
8. Glucerta neruata. 9. Eleocharis adraetris. 10. Gentiana andrewet& 11. (Sen- 
Xazijraga ~nnsyluanlcb; 16. Ca6tpinula aparino(de8. '16. ~ a l i u m  tripda. 17. Ci- 
cuta bulbigrcr and C. macu7ata. 18. 84- ctoutaeoltum. 19. biuhlenber~ia race- 
mosa. 20.  Rumex brittantoa. 21. Thalictmm puruurascens. 22. Dultchiunb arun- 
laria lateriflord. 2'6. xp4r&othes cernua. 27. Bolidago r(diisll44. 28. Aster ' u n c w .  
29. Bromw kalmC1. 30. Bromw dliatuu. 31. Nenyanthes trifoliota. 34. Brio- 
p h o m  u4Mi-carincutrum 33. H el-lmm utvgin4cum. 34. Aspfditbm thelupterb. 
36. Habenar4a leucouhaeh. 36. dfanaaavastta canadensis. 37. Cdamagrostls hl- 
ezpansa. 
When drainage has been carried on to a much further extent as in some of the 
bogs in  Winnebago and Haneock counties, it may become densely covered with 
sticktights. One whole bog, acres of it, was a golden yellow by the growth of 
this plant. With i t  occurred a little of the poison hemlock. 
RUSH BOGS., 
These bogs are somewhat limited in extent. The whole of the bog near Fer- 
tile has been so sdiciently drained that little of the greater rush1 occurred; 
however, in numerous small bogs in Hamilton, Winnebago and Wright counties, 
this rush formed an important part of the flora. Associated with this rush is 
thq wild r i d  which is abundant in Winneb~g9Hamilton and Emmet counties. 
I n  these bogs the water is from a few inches to a foot or more in depth and often 
i t  gives away like a regular sphagnum bog, forming a well-matted system of 
roots. The greater reed grassa is abundant. The yellow water lily and the white 
water lily are also abundant, occasionally also the pickerel weed' and crowfoot,' 
arrowhead,' spike rush' growing in mud, and water hemlock? 
1. Xctrpue validus. 2. Zkania aqwat4ca. 3. Phragmites communfs. 4. Ponte- 
deria cordata. 5 .  Ranunculus delphia4foliuu and R. aquatilta, uar. oapiltacew. 
6. Xag4ttaria. 7 .  Ileocharis palust& and J .  ac4cularis. 8. Cicuta bulbtfrea. 
MOSS BOGS. 
There are none of the typical moss bogs in  this state. The moss found in thia 
state belongs to the genus Hypnum. Sphagnum has not been found anywhere 
in the bogs of northern Iowa. 
CRYSTAL LAKE, HANCOCK COUNTY. 
This beautiful lake in  Hancock county, located near the northern 
boundary of the county in Crystal township, was surveyed by the 
Iowa Highway Commission in 1916 and a report on the same was 
made by the Commission.* The little town of Crystal Lake is just 
south of the lake. Britt is nine miles south and Forest City is eight- 
een miles northeast. The lake is accessible by a county road from the 
south and a township road from the east. 
The Highway Commission gives the area of the lake as 274 acres. 
The watershed contains an area of 2,134 acres. There is nice open 
water, generally free from rushes. The banks are rather steep in 
places. The depth of the lake is six to seven feet. There is some silt 
in the lake. 
In  commenting on this lake the Highway Commission has said : 
The drainage area is decidedly limited and no doubt a large part of the water 
supply comes from springs. Any attempt to  raise the water level will overflow 
the low land lying to the northwest. This is not desirable. The outlet is to the 
southeast through a concrete culvert under the highway and thence through a 
dredge ditch to the Iowa River. The present water level represents a normal 
high stage. A rise of two feet would put the water over the road a t  the outlet 
and imperil the railroad track in places. 
Local people are united in a desire to have the lake kept and improved. They 
are justly proud of this beautiful little sheet of water. They regard it as an asset 
to the community and express themselves as willing to cooperate in every way 
for its betterment. 
Some steps have been taken to ask the State Board of Conservation to pur- 
chase land on the shores of this lake. 
The Flora of the Region. The following are the important trees and shrubs: 
bur oak, American or white elm, slippery elm, basswood, hackberry, common red 
haw, green ash, almond-leaved willow, black willow, sandbar willow, pussy wil- 
low (Salix discolor), soft maple, box elder, cottonwood, choke cherry, ~ronwood, 
or hop hornbeam, hazelnut, dogwood (Cornus Amomium) snowberry and black 
walnut. 
The following are some of the common herbaceous plants: hepatica, Dutch- 
man's-breeches, bloodroot, MAy apple, waterleaf, false Solomon 's-seal, spikenard, 
yellow, blue and birdfoot violets, smooth blue aster, New England aster, white 
aster, willow-leaved aster, large-flowered, Canadian, fragrant and meadow gold- 
enrods, Iowa and wood thistle, meadow sunflower, closed and blue gentians. 
l'Clumps of sagittaria and scirpus occur on the shallow southeast shore. Near 
these many floating algae were found. A portion of the shore line is well 
wooded." 
Of the animal life mention may be made of the ground hog, prairie squirrel 
or gopher, brown squirrel, muskrat, weasel. Of birds, Canadian goose, mallards, 
mudhens teels, terns, brown thrasher, robin, catbird, bluejay, crow, hairy wood- 
pecker, yellow hammer, etc. 
TWIN LAKES, HANCOCK COUNTY. 
The follo~ving facts concerning Twin Lakes, Hancock county, 
are taken from the report by the Iowa Highway Commission on 
the survey of lakes in 1916." 
*Report of the Highway Commission on the Iowa Lakea and Lake Beds, page 90. 
Iowa Lake Bed Survey Report 1817. page 177. 
Iowa Lake Bed Survey Report 1917, page 91, East Twin Lake; page 92, West Twin 
Lake. 
EAST TWIN LAKE, HANCOCK COUNTY 
This is one of a pair of lakes, the other of which is known a s  West Twin. It 
lies wholly within Twin Lake township near the southern boundary of the county. 
Kanawha, a town of five hundred people, on the M. & St. L. By., is four miles 
west of the lake. Goodell, a town of three hundred po ulation, on the C., It. I. 
& P. By., is five miles east. The lake is eaaily reachef from the highway that 
skirts i t  on the west. On the north the highway is not fa r  from the lake and 
could, to advantage, be relocated so as to follow the shore even more closely. 
"The banks of the north a d  south are high and covered with good sized 
groves of natural timber. On the west is one small slough which cannot be 
drained. The east one-quarter of the lake i a  shallow, and grown up to rushes; 
the rest is open water about a foot and a half deep. 
The area a t  the time of the survey was 184 acres. The area inside the mean- 
der line is  193 acres. The area of the water shed is 1,292 aeres. . . . 
From the south, the drainage from a long string of sloughs enters the lake 
through a narrow break in the bank. The water mrfaee in the most northern 
slough of this group is below the level to which the lake will be raised. Those 
farther 6011th are a little higher. A plan for draining these sloughs through a 
saddle in the hills southeast of the lake has been considered. An earth embank- 
ment five hundred feet long would be needed to prevent the lake draining out 
through the same ditch. . . . 
At the time the survey was made, a dam was being built by the Fish m d  
Game Department, a t  the outlet, which will raise the waOer level 3.25 feet, or to 
an elevation of 103.25, referred to the map. The dam consists of a concrete 
spillway twelve feet long, and an earth embankment eleven hundred fest in 
length. This will increase the depth to about five feet. . . . 
The lake, when the water rises, will form a valuable addition to Iowa's lakes, 
and the local Beople are well pleased with the work being done. They would 
like, however, to see the lake deepened by dredging. No complaint was heard of 
any nuisance arising from the lake. 
The State Board of Clowrvation ha8 on several occasions appropriated money 
to take care of the dam at the outlet. 
There are many fine trees an the shores of the lake. The species much the 
eame a9 for Rice and Bagle Lakes. 
WEST TWIN LAKE, HANCOCK COUNTY. 
West Twin Lake is located in the ~ e s t e r n  part of Twin Lake 
township and extends into the eastern part of Amsterdam town- 
ship. It is three miles east of Kenawha, and six miles west of 
GCoodeU. Eagle Lake is ten miles north ; Twin Sisters Lake, seven , 
miles south. The Highway Commission states : 
* This is a nice clear body of open water from five to six feet deep. There is  
no inlet and a t  the present elevation of the water surface, no outlet. The basks 
are good. There is practically no low land dependent on the lake for drainage. 
On the southeast, a grove of natural timber forms a pleasant picnic ground. 
The area of the lake a t  the time of survey was 109 acres. The area enclosed 
by the meander line was 109 acres. Two hundred and twenty-nine acres of land 
are included in the water shed. 
Only local people use the lake for fishing purposes. I t  has never been stocked 
but bullheads are found in abundance. There is very little natural shelter around 
the shore and, as a consequence, it is  not of any importance as a nesting place for 
wild fowl. Occasional flocks only are to be found during the spring and fall 
mivations. 
Owing to the very limited area which drains into the lake, the water s u ~ p l y  i n  
not all that can be desired. The water level fluctuates considerably. I f  the 
water were to rise two feet above its present level, it would escape to a small 
ditch south of the lake and follow down a natural depression to East Twin Lake 
which is  29 feet lower. I f  it were to rise d t r s e  higher, i t  could also escape to 
the southwest into the Boone River. The lake is almost exactly on the divide. 
The bottom is of mud and decayed vegetable matter. 
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PLANT LIFE OF WEST TWIN LAKE 
- .  
- . There are few trees on the shores of this lake as indicated in the report on 
-- 
J. Lakes and Lake Beds. The lake is on the divide between the Iowa and the 
8 Boone rivers. There are a few willows, like the white willow, which were planted 
. - . ' a t  an early day; also some almond-leaved and black willows. There are also 
I . - -  
a few green ash, cottonwoods and elms. The shores are lined with the shrubby 
' ' L : wild indigo (Amorpha fruticosa), some buttonbush (Cephalantkw), and pussy- 
. ;- . willow (Salix d&color). On the shores of the lake may be found an abundance 
; of yellow flowering Spanish needles (Bidens cernua, B. discoidea, B. oownata), 
'1 
. , -, ditch stonecrop (Penthorum sedoides) , monkey flower (Yimulus ringens), 
' - . ' meadow goldenrods (Solidago serotina S. graminifolia) , mad-dog skullcap my (Scutellaria laterijlora), the little scheuchzeria, water-plantain, cattail in 
,--<: ' *- 8 marshy places, rushes (Junczcs), manna grasses and fowl meadow grasses. 
> ' .  
-f;< ;. . 
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Duck Lake, locally known as Lake Harmon, is near the center of 
A - J - 
. Logan township. Forest City is about seventeen miles to the south, 
, .- - -5- - 
: , L,, -)'Lake Mills about twelve miles to the southeast. The nearest lakes 
, - are Silver in Worth county, fourteen miles to the east, and Crystal 
-. ,J 8 - -  -, < 
- . y. in Hancock county, twenty-two miles to the southwest. It is most 
- , -  - r -. 
-.; -.- easily reached by driving from Scarville, which is located on the 
1 ~ .  --> ,'; C. & N. W. Railway. No public highway touches the lake. A pri- 
-:-9-,-!- 
- 
- . vate road from the north affords the only means of access with 
- ; - .?2 
= . ;vehicles. . . . 
!r . . The Highway Commission states : - 
- 71. ... 1 "The banks on the south and northeast are steep, on the west a low flat 
, 
ridge separates the lake from a large swamp area which drains away from the 
lake. A large grove of native timber is located on the eastern shore. The area % -  a t  the time of the survey was 77 acres. The area inside the meander line is 72 
3 ,  , acres. The area tributary to the lake is 421 acres. . . . 
., 1,- . "The outlet is to the southeast through a dredge ditch to Lime Creek. The 
s. f- -r ' ditch has very little fall and is badly silted up. The ditch is not directly con- 
. ,. nected to this lake, and a t  the time of the examination the water in  the lake, 
8 ,  
. . 
which stood about twelve inches below high-water mark, was a little higher than 
I .  the water in the ditch. An outlet could be obtained by dredging out the ditch 
.I - 
for a distance of three or four miles.' ' 
PLANT LIFE OF DUCK LAKE REGION 
Z 8 
8 - 
. 
"There is considerable low land to the southwest (of the lake) and this, like 
-- h 
i c ' , -  L 
' the other land adjacent to.the lake, contains d o w s  of several species, boneset, 
my , .='. greater lobelia, calamus, joe-pye weed, carex, cattails, rice cut-grass, golden- 
, 
rods, asters, Spanish needles, and on the shores of the lake are a few rushes. 
L 'I, . . . .  
F , "The timber belongs to private owners, which has thus fa r  been protected. 
. 8 There is a nice rolling timbered grove consisting of green ash, bur oak, bass- 
wood, black walnut, black aah, red oak, black oak, and some tree willows. This 
> 
. .I 
timber is practically the only timber in that section of Winnebago county, and 
. - 
is surrounded by prairie and the lake is practically on the watershed." 
. ,  
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